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27 Exhibitors Will Send Fine
Horses Here Aug. 8, 9,10

Crew Begins Preparing Field; Reserved
Seats G o O n Sale Today; Six Princeton
Lovelies To Present Ribbons And Trophies;
Butler Band To Provide Music, Jaycees To
Have Concessions
Twenty-seven exhibitors, including seven from Princeton
and Caldwell county, will place their outstanding horses in
City Collects $113.72
the show ring at Butler High School stadium next ThursFrom Parking Devices
For First Week's Opera- day, Friday and Saturday nights, Aug. 8, 9 and 10, to
compete for trophies, cash prizes and ribbons offered in
tion Here
Princeton's Third Annual Horse Show, W. C. Sparks,
With 35 of Princeton's parking
meters inoperative because of a general chairman, said this week.

No Decision Yet
On County's Move
Against Meters
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Big Burley O n
Blackburn Farm

Increases Have Been
Necessary To Assure
Supplies, Meet Increased
Costs, Says Operator

.
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Creamery To Hold
Prices Down All
Possible-B. T. Daum

There is some misunderstanding here regarding recent advances in milk prices, B. T. Daum,
in the Democratic and
proprietor
of the
Princeton
aibhcan State primary elecf
Cream and Butter Company, said
, t0 be held S a t u r d a y , A u g .
this week . . . but the fact is,
1 li'ht vote is expected genmilk is still one of the best food
Uy over Kentucky, as both
buys on today's market and
«r parties will nominate canprice rises have not begun to
jites for United States Senakeep pace with other increases
i and members of the House
in the cost of living here and
I Representatives.
throughout the Nation, he said.
OK Democrats, with nine canDuring the lift of OPA, the
s for senator, face a major
U.
S. Department of Agriculture
elm in getting voters to the
placed a subsidy of about 1%
lethargy so manifest in
cents a quart on milk, paying
this to. the farmers and dairy•
A
men who produce milk in order
Irown Tops Straw Vote
Ronnie Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clay Wilson, receives to have the supply meet demand
award from Chairman W. C. Sparks as winner of the Best Boy and to prevent selling of dairy
Jn Senate Race Here
or Girl Rider Class, 12 years old or under, in the 1945 Princ^»_ cows on livestock markets, due
When the Caldwell County
ton Horse Show.
v to high cost of feeds and labor.
democratic Executive ComWhen OPA expired, June 30,
littee met last Saturday to
these payments to producers
Lerform static duties under
ended and it was immediately
y law, a straw vote was
necessary, Mr. Daum said, for
ilea by secret vote, on the
milk handlers to increase prices
mocratic primary election
to take up this slack and to keep
staining to the United
tates Senate nomination,
Two bids representing only a the Murch-Jarvis Co., Inc., and milk production up to a high
level. The first increase, one
•suits: Brown, 10; Logan,
fraction of the $252,000 original employed 30 men. But the man- cent a quart, all went to the
Ardery, 3. Several of
agement
ran
into
equipment
cost of a plant built at Marion
farmers, while about half of the
hose present did not vote.
' by the Defense Plant Corpora- problems, - and the plant was second rise, 2 cents a quart,
shut down.
went to the producers, the retion in 1942 have been received
The bids will be forwarded | mainder going to meet increased
»party's ranks since 1943 still by the War Assets Administrato Washington by J. R. O'Conlog evident in all parts of the
tion. The high bid was $24^00. nor, deputy regional director in labor costs at the creamery,
; according to informed obamounting to 10 percent for all
The other offer was only $4,750. charge of real estate disposal at employees, Mr. Daum stated.
Located on a 31-acre tract, the Louisville, with his recommendaItile few party leaders would
The price of milk when OPA
one-story
frame factory has tions for acceptance or rejecpredictions in the Demowent into effect was based upon
: senatorial race here, it 1,200 square' feet of floor space tion.
60c corn, soybean or cottonseed
The high bidder was the Elec-1 meal at $30 a ton, alfalfa hay at
j believed the race. Statewide, and contains machinery to exLiming John Y. Brown, Phil tract zinc, lead and flourspar trie Phos Slag Company, of (12 a ton, and similar costs for
try and Blakey Helm, with from ores Which abound fn the Clayton, Mo. A representative other dairy feeds, while July I,
! being a possibility Norris area. Laboratory equipment, f u r - of the company said if its bid after OPA's death, corn was selcent might slip into third niture and portable tools go with is accepted, the plant may be ling at $2.24 a bushel, soybean
the building.
moved from Marion to a site and cottonseed meal at $83 a
near Princeton, where, he said, ton, and alfalfa at $30 a ton at
For
a
short
time
during
the
Republicans have
no
the water supply is better.
local feed dealers' places.
Mem in the Senatorial" pri- war the plant was operated by
"The price of milk from our
7 as Judge John Sherman
Library To Get New
plant will be kept as low as posper is without real opposisible in present circumstances,"
Encyclopedia From
and hence, no gr^at effort
Mr. Daum said Tuesday, "but it
be made, apparently, to get
Anna Marble Fund
is perfectly clear that with feeds
party's strength to the polls,
The George Coon Library has and labor constantly rising and
the First district, Congressreceived funds from the Cali- without federal controls on these
Young Presbyterian
Noble J. Gregory has no
fornia Community Foundation,
we cannot hope to conlent for renomination and
Minister Accepts Call To at Los Angeles, with which to items,
tinue
to
market milk, butter
receive a certificate of nomCincinnati August 31
purchase a new Encyclopedia and other dairy products at less
his name not appearing
Rev. Donal Wilmoth, pastor Americana, it was announced than a minimum margin of
the ballot. The same applies
of
the Central
Presbyterian this week. The money derives profit.
I tae case of Porter, HopkinsChurch,
since
April,
1945, pre- from a trust fund left by the
"I hope the people of PrinceRepublican, who will relate
Mrs.
Anna
Marble,
50
perton,
with whom we have had
sented
his
resignation
to
the
a certificate of nomination
toe GOP candidate in the congregation last Sunday morn- cent of the income from which such good and pleasant busiis to be used for charities in ness relationship for a good
leral election, in November. ing, effective August 31.
Mr. Wilmoth said he has ac- California, the remainder for many years, will understand
I'on officer* who will
that in the chaotic conditions
» the 25 precincts of cepted a call from the Pleasant charities and charitable instituunder which we operate today
Run
Presbyterian
Church,
at
tions
in
Princeton,
according
to
sll county are:
we must go along with the trend
Mton No. 1> Mrs. Carl Cincinnati, and will assume his the terms of Mrs. Marble's will.
and try t o keep our costs as
new
charge
September
1.
He
Mrs.
Marble
was
an
aunt
of
. R, Clerk; Coy Scott, D.,
low
as possible, while doing
tt. L. P. Hopper, R., judge; will do church relations work Mrs. Frank G» Wood.
everything possible to keep Our
in
Cincinnati
and
vicinity,
he
Frances Scott, D., judge.
farmer friends satisfied with the
"*ton No. 2: Marshall Rog said.
prices they get for whole milk
t r e n a i l HogComing h e n . f r o m Knoxville,
and butterfat," the creamery
"•• clerk; Mack Spickard, T n n
.
Wilm6th
has
been
Mr
operator said.
"""if; E. R. Brown, D., Scoutmaster
for
Boy
Scout*
Mrs. William Coleman, Troop No. 39, a member of the
"I can assure all our customers
[judge.
there is not the slightest chance
Kiwanis Club and Forum SoNo. 3: Mrs. Jonn
John E c i e t y a n ( j a n active force for
Barbecue At Experiment we will get out of line on prices
,' ^ l e r k ' s - J Cantrell, betterment of the community
of our products and that we will
Station Is Announced
Smith, R.,
continue to sell here the best
I P,w - Guy
—
xv, judge;
juugc,
By W . P. Oldham
milk, butter, cream, icecream
ranees Clayton, D., judge.
, J B |
i m , Civilization Needs Soul,
The Caldwell County Farm and other dairy products we
^«ton No. 4; I. Z. Lewis,
Charlie Hubbard,
Bureau is completing plans for know how to put on the mar,
«uooara, R.,
n., Collins Tells Kiwanians
L
C. Lisman, D., judge;
"Civilization needs a soul," the a summer membership meeting at ket . . . and at the lowest poswith
Experiment
Sub - Station sible prices consistent
If Oldham, R.t judge.
Rev. Tom Collins, pastor of the the
eace
Mr. Daum
tum to Page Six)
First
Christian Church, told Farm, Saturday, Aug. 24, W. P. sound business,"
members of the Kiwanis Club Oldham, secretary, said this concluded.
at their noon meeting Wednes- ^week.
Mr. Oldham said all members Collins Will Attend
day. The minister said civilization, with all its power and ad- and their families will be invances,
world vited and members may invite as Church Convention
wJl • ly l | • | I • II
v a i i L « | has not improved
rRev. and Mrs. Tom Collins and
N Snick a rH
„
^ understanding and brotherhood, many guests as they wish.
He said a barbecue dinner son, David, will leave Monday
pleaded for a contribution
will be provided and expense for Columbus, O., where they
, Wl y came into contact with 1 ward this end by each of his will be shared by members of will attend the International
hearer8
P electric wire near the
'
the Farm Bureau organization. Convention of the Disciples of
Edwin Lamb was appointed Christ, which convenes there
5
b Ut
2
A S T
? °
( Family Reunion Begins At
By Vice-President Willis Tray- Tuesday. There will be a supply
Shell Smith's Home
, wuon at 7:40 o clock U l t 7 M r l B lair Burleigh and son«, Ior to head a committee to pre- minister i i r - t h e pulpit a* the
f - a s reported serious a t v John and- -David,
•• of Birming- pare the barbecue. County Agent morning service Sunday, Aul^inceton Hospital, where ham, Mich., arrived Tuesday for J. F. Graham heads the pro- gust 11.
J,, ^ ' e v e d t<> have about a visit with her mother, Mrs. gram committee.
c
hance of recovery.
Mr. Oldham said all members Tom Hanberry Named
Shell Smith, Eddyville Road.
Spickard
was grazing a Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Olander and will be notified of the meeting
;
Colonel By Willis
" the lot south of the
son, Milton, Jr., and daughter. and program as toon as details
P™
when the accident
Thomas C. Hanberry, for the
are
worked
out.
Suzanne, and Dr. and Mrs. Wil^
He came in contact
last 6 years associate editor of
liam Godfrey Childress. Val«uy-wire running from
the Lyon County Herald, Eddy^ ^ power pole carrying hall, N. Y., are expected to ar- Peach Picking Begins
ville, and a member of the Edrive
next
week
to
join
them
for
At Experiment Station
,^
Most of the current
dyville Board of Education, waa
,
the ground. R. S. Gre- a visit with their mother, Mr«.
Peach picking has started at appointed a colonel on the staff
-' * u manager said, or the Smith.
the
Sub - Experiment
Station of Gov. 8 S. Willis last weekwould have proved imnear her* but the crop is mater- end. Mr. Hanberry is a leading
y f,U)
ially smaller than last year's, Republican of Lyon county. His
Mrs. O. M. Shultz returned to wT D. Armstrong, State horti- father, the late T. T. Hanberry,
who Uvea near- her home on Hopkinsville street culturist, said. Peaches are for an attorney, served as poatlew.
* cc ideht, went to last Wednesday, following treat- sale as long as they last and are master at Eddyville and hia uny * a f t d looped hia belt ment at St. Joeeph'a Infirmary, in strong demand, the experi- cle has twice been Caldwell
h
« «uy.wlre, pulling it Louisville. Reports indicate that ment station reported.
county judge.
0,0
«»»* burned man
her condition Is improved.
•
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Burley ' tobacco grown by
Dennie Felkner on the farm of
E. F. Blackburn, in the northern section of Caldwell county,
measured 87 inches tall at the
time the above picture was
made. Leaves on some plants
were 20 inches broad by 36
inches long.
Land on which this Burley
grew was treated with 1,000
pounds of phosphate, broadcast, and 125 pounds, in the
row of amonia nitrate an acre.
After the last plowing, this
tobacco was side dressed with
125 pounds of amonia nitrate
to the acre.

Mahan Sworn In
As Postmaster

Assumes Office Vacated
By Press Blackburn
After 13 Years

John Mahan, prominent young
farmer, became Princeton's new
postmaster today, having been
inducted into the office Wednesday night at the close of business by federal inspectors.
Mr. Mahan was the successful
tj£ptender for the office in an
examination held in 1945, and
received his appointment several
months ago from Congressman
Noble J. Gregory. The appointment was confirmed by the
United States Senate in June.
Press J. Blackburn, who retired Wednesday after serving
as postmaster since October,
1933, is engaged in farming on a
place he purchased last year,
near Hopkinsville.
Mr. Mahan said he planned
i"no radical changes'* in the conduct of the postoffice but hoped
"to make things run
more
smoothly for all the patrons."

Says Tobacco Insurance
May Be Available Soon
Roy H. Kleiser, crop insurance
division, AAA, was guest speaker at Tuesday night's meeting
of the Rotary Club. He said 60
farmers of this county have
wheat crop insurance this year
and that, following a threecounty test on tobacco this season, tobacco crop insurance may
be available next year. L. C.
Taylor and R. H. Ellington were
guests.

Union Church Services
At Central Presbyterian
Next Sunday evening's union service will be held at the
Central Presbyterian Church at
7:30 o'clock, with the Rev. J.
Lester McGee, pastor of the Ogden Memorial Methodist Church,
delivering the sermon. Special
music will be rendered by the
choir of the host church.
Last Sunday's service filled
the Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church to capacity and many
were turned away for lpck of
seating space, it was reported.
Youth groups will meet at the
host church at 6:30 o'clock.

Skees Family Will G o
To Philippines Soon
* Mrs. Hugh S. Skees and children, Hugh, Jr., and Vesta, are
awaiting transportation for Manila, P. L, where they will join
Major Skees. who has been assigned to duty there for another year. Mrs. Skees is the
first Caldwvll 'county service
man's wife to join her husband
overseaa.

Homemakers' Sale For
County Hospital Fund
Otter Pond Homemakers will
have a sale of fresh foods at
the Mitchell Implement Company Saturday morning at S
o'clock. Proceeds will go to the
Caldwell County Memorial Hospital fund,

temporary restraining order, collections for the first week of
operation of the remaining 63
totaled $113.72, it was reported
at Monday night's Council session attended by the Mayor and
all councilmen.
During the week only 10 persons were given tickets for violations, Police Chief Jones reported, and satisfaction was expressed over the amount of intake, it being more than anticipated, an official said.
Witnesses and pleadings in the
injunction suit, seeking to restrain operation of the iweters on
courthouse sidewalks were heard
here Monday by Circuit Judge
H. F. S. Bailey, with County Attorney C. R. Baker representing
the plaintiff and City Attorney
J. Gordon Lisanby, the defendant. A decision in the suit was
expected this
weekend,
Mr.
Baker said.
A communication from State
Highway Engineer T. H. Cutler
was read, calling attention to a
ruling of the department that
permission must be obtained
from the highway department for
installation of parking meters on
streets maintained by" t h a State.
Mayor. Cash reported having
made application for such permission.
Painting of white-way posts
was reported, also the installation of four additional water hydrants in Cedar. Hill Cemetery.
Delma Ferrell was given con(Pleace turn to Page Six)

Old Ball Park Is
Sold Last Week

Frederick McConnell,
Creswell, Purchases Tract
O n W . Main Street

The old baseball park on,
West Main street, which a few
ardent sports fans have kept
available for the last 25 years
for athletic contests, was finally
sold last Saturday to Frederick
McConnell, of the Creswell community, for a reported price of
$4,500.
A member of the Princeton
Athletic Association^ said this
week Mr. McConnell indicated
he planned nothing definite for
the property in the immediate
future and gave permission for
baseball games to be played
there through the remainder of
this season.
It has been reported here recently that this piece of land
has been under consideration as
a factory site by an outside concern planning possible erection
of a plant here, but nothing definite could be learned concerning
this rumor.

Hodge Motor Sales To
Have Formal Opening
The Hodge Motor Sales and
Implement Co. will have its
formal opening in the newly constructed building on West Main
street, Saturday, August -3, it
was announced by J. D. Hodge,
owner, this week. The public
is cordially invited.

Moving To Florida
Mrs. A1 Thomas Page left today via plane from Nashville
to Tampa, Fla., where she will
be met by Mr. Page. From there,
they will go to Sarasota, Fla.,
where they will make their
home. Mr. Page will be associated In business with his
brother-in-law, who is a contractor.

Marion Bank Chartered
Frankfort —UP)— The Peoples
Bank of Marion, capitalized at
$50,000 was chartered here with
J. S. Frazer, Ted Boston, N. G.
Guess and seven others as incorporators.

iiflffl

Horse Show
Boxholders
With six boxes on the rail
reserved for guest exhibitors
and representatives of newspapers, the complete list of boxholders for the Third Annual
Princeton Horse Show, as released this week by Saul Pogrotsky, ticket sales chairman,
follows:
C. J. Bishop, Wylie Jones, Gordon Lisanby, Henry Sevison,
Clay Wilson, Clyde Kercheval,
The Princeton Leader, William
Pickering, Mrs. J. R. Kevil, Dr.
C. H. Jaggers.
J. B. Lester, Alvin Lisanby,
Brad Lacy, William B. Stone,
A. P. Day, Hearne Harralson,
Merle Drain, Grayson Harralson, Bill Corum.
Roy Rowland, Billy McElroy,
Hugh Cherry, J i m L. Walker.
Virginia McCaslin, Katharine
Garrett, Judge G. G. Harralson,
Sam
Koltinsky, Mitchell Clift,
Alice
Denham, John Ed Young,
Melvile Young, Iley McGough,
Clarence Newcomb.
Joe
Wilcox, Robert Dalzell,
-Clifton Wood, Bob Morse, Hewlett
Morgan, Mrs. Shell Smith,
John
Morgan, John McLin, Harve
y Moore, George Eldred.
Anna Garrett Ratliff, Dr. Kenneth Barnes, Alec Wilson, Mary
Dancle Hodge, William Young,
Federated Store, Clarence McGary, J. L. Hayes, Mrs. T. Lowery, Aylene Akin, C. S. Collier,
Jeff Watson.
W. G. McConnell, Stanley
Sharp, Dr. Ralph Cash, Raymond
Shultz, Dr. Clay McClain, Dique
Satterfield, B o y d
Satterfield,
Claude Robinson, Bill'Jones, H.
M. Stimbridge.
Alex Wilson, Earl Hillyard, J.
F. Graham, W. C. Sparks, Saul
Pogrotsky, Glenn Farmer, Dr.
Ralph Blazier, Dr. Frank Linton, Ralph Randolph, Claude
Akin, Thomas Lacey, Thomas
Bond.
Conway Lacy, Ray Baker,
Mark Cunningham, H. C. Russell, C. A. Woodall, Lucille Cummins, Mrs. A. C. Drennan, Art
Jensky, Mrs. J. R. Powley, Mrs.
R. S. Mason, James G. Dollar,
Aaron Cummins.

Roger Lisanby Is
Accident Victim

Little Boy Ran In Path
Of Passing C a r Last
Thursday

Roger, 5-year-old son of City
Attorney and Mrs. Gordon Lisanby, is recovering in a Memphis hospital from injuries received when he was struck by
a passing automobile in front of
his parents' home, S. Jefferson
street, last Thursday morning.
According to report, Roger ran
in front of the passing car from
behind an ice truck. The driver
of the car was W. R. Stafford,
Mayfield.
The boy suffered a broken
left leg, face lacerations and a
black eye. Dr. B. K. Amoss said.

Group Here Inspecting
All Electric Meters
A meter inspection group of
14 men, sent out by the Kentucky
Public Service Commission was
in Princeton this week testing
electric meters for leakage and
other faults, L. A. DeMunbrun,
a member of the group, said.
The commission la giving this
service free during the summer
in all parts of the State, Mr DeMunbrun said.
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Only bad weather can prevent
this year's event being the most
outstanding thing of its kind
presented in western Kentucky
this season, Mr. Sparks said, as
every indication is there will be
more fine horses here than
have entered any show in this
part of the country. "It takes
fine horses to make a good horse
show," Mr. Sparks said, " and we
will certainly have 'em."
A crew started to work Wednesday in the stadium, placing
the two rails, inner and outer,
erecting box seats, numbering
individual seats in the stadium
proper and otherwise readying
the field for the horse show, Mr.
Sparks said. The committee having charge of this work is composed of Clyde Kercheval, chairman; Edwin Lamb, Dr. Ralph
Blazier, Carroll Wadlington and
John Morgan.
Stables and owners who have
already entered horses include:
Hearne Harralson, D. W. Satterfield, C. J. Bishop, Alvin Lisanby, Dr. Ralph Blazier, J o h n
Prince and Deanhill Farm, local;
J. L. Gregory, W. W. Runyan,
Huston B. Clark, Marion; Harris
Stables, Eberfield, Ind.; Plainview Stables, Murray; Elmer J .
Krietemeyer, Evansville; Saramac Farm, Newburg, Ind.; Oak
Hill Farms, Brookhaven, Miss.;
Paschal
Bros.,
Murfreesboro,
Tenn.; A. Herbert Rogers, Askew
and Welsh, and Dixie Stables,
Nashville; Robert Moore, Springfield, Tenn.; S. W. Beech, Jr.,
Lewisburg, Tenn.; Mrs. Alvin C.
Ruxer, Jasper, Ind.; High Contente Farm, Mayfield; Bill Watkins, Paducah, and Brock Creek
Stable, Salem, Ind.
Mr. Beech is bringing Black
Angel, champion walking horse
that won the stake here last
year, for a return engagement,
and Askew and Welch will bring
their fine walking horse, winner
of the $500 stake at the Owensboro Horse Show last week.
At least eight o t h e r well
known stables of this section
have indicated they will send in
their formal entries this week,
Mr. Sparks said, and the problem of finding stalls enough to
go around is again claiming attention of the local horse show
committee. Last year's show here
attracted more fine horses than
were shown at any similar event
west of Louisville in Kentucky
and this year's show seems certain to surpass that record, the
chairman said.
Word was received from Dick
Duncan, leading exhibitor of
western Kentucky, whose King
Bourbon won last year's 5gaited championship here, that
he is bringing several of his
best horses td Princeton from
his noted Woodburn Farm, near
Bowling Green. Mr. Sparks said
this assures several other top
flight entries for the local show.
Reserved seats will go on sale
today, from 1 to 5 o'clock, for
the three nights of the show,
Saul P o g r o t s k y , ticket sales
chairman, said. The same hours
for selling tickets will apply
daily. Mail and telephone orders
from out of town will be filled
(Pleace turn to Page Six)

Wanted, At Once!
For the new Butler High
football program book, to be
used throughout the 1946
season, data on Princeton
High football teams of the
years from 1915 to 1925, inclusive. Also, any pictures
of these teams or squads.
See or phone Howard York,
president
of the
Junior
Chamber of Commerce, or
notify The Leader office,
pleaae, as soon as possible.
Any pictures lent for thia
project will be returned, undamaginj.
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A consensus among Princeton citizens
lllj| who have paid fines within the last 10
days for violations of the new City ordinance pertaining to parking meters
would, in all probability, be overwhelm|}ji • ingly in favor of banishing the devices
from our business district pronto.
To date we have not formed a definite
opinion as to whether advantages out, weigh disadvantages, are trying to ref't tain an open mind, and did not especially
' resent paying a small fine last Friday,
since it was cheap to learn as much as
we did in so short a time about how
I properly to park by the meters.
i(i
.
At Paducah, parking meters were in. • 8talled..a while back. They were broken
' down, tampered with, removed entirely
from their places . . . and finally done
away with. Now they have been installed there again.
At Lexington, first collection from
half that city's newly placed parking
' meters, taken last Thursday, yielded
' $451. Lexington has 663 meters. Taken
by the official collector from the coin
, receptacles were 19 slugs, one Indianapolis street car token, one red ration
, token, a German coin, an English farthing and a Canadian coin. Included also
.I
were 40 dimes, for which parkers received nothing since dimes do not register in the meters, either at* Lexington or here.
Lexington, probably the most sophisticated of Kentucky's cities, is appar1; . ently taking the parking meters in stride.
With hundreds of thousands of visitors
driving their cars into the Blue Grass
capital each year and other thousands
driving into that city daily from a dozen
nearby county seats and small towns,
1 if any place in the State needs parking
I meters, we would say it is Lexington
j and the revenues and the relief to moj torists should be considerable.
Anyone who has driven around and
around several blocks of streets, through
congested city traffic and without knowledge of traffic rules in effect at that
particular place will agree that parking
meters could be a great boon.
Personally, we do not object to paying

The next Congress will hold the Nation's fate and have more to do with
the trend of world developments than
any which ever sat previously.
Whether we shall have a managed
economy or free enterprise, peace or
war with Russia, OPA or uncontrolled
prices, retirement of the public debt or
a bigger debt, higher taxes to control
inflation, more bureaus -or fewer, unified command of the armed forces, and
a whole host of other vexing problems
must be resolved by the men and women
who will serve us at Washington in the
Senate and the House of Representatives.
How then can we fail to do our duty
by going to the polls Saturday and casting our ballots as good citizens?
Only a few persons hereabouts have
voiced in our hearing the slightest interest in the senatorial contest among
nine Democratic candidates for the United States Senate. There are, unquestionably, several reasons for this lethargy . . . but none of them is good.
We are all subject to the federal government, to a greater or less degree, in
season and out.
There is no escaping the aftermath of
war, so manifest to us all now in a variety of affections.
It is no excuse for bad citizenship to

_L
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the very small fee charged for parking
space in the business district.
Often
and again we have driven to town in
the morning with every intention of
getting a hair-cut, buying razor blades
or doing some other small shopping
chore before coming to the office . . .
only to find no open space in which to
place our car. Result usually has been
that we arrived home that night without
having bought what we needed.
This process, multiplied by hundreds
and thousands of individual experiences,
is costly to our merchants and annoying
to our people; to say nothing of working
distinct hardship upon strangers who
come to our town.
The ancient and, to us, highly outmoded practice of store owners and employes parking their cars in front of
their places of business all day . . . thus
depriving several persons of using that
space at intervals through the business
hours, is short-sighted and expensive.
Also, it may be, it is more than a little
thoughtless of the rights and privileges
of others.
There is, however, another side to this
argument, most potent fact of which is,
as a friend said ribt long ago, the fact
that "Grandpappy is dead but he won't
lay down". And any departure from
established custom here is naturally go-'
ing to result in widespread objection.
Whether we prefer Princeton to remain a "Country Town", as it always
has been, is beside the point. The fact
is our streets are steadily and rapidly
becoming more crowded, traffic more
congested . . . with consequent hazards
to life and property and loss of business
to our merchants when parking space
is not available to potential buyers.
The old order changeth, giving way
tbi the new; and this must be true in
Princeton, as elsewhere . . . for our
own protection, and because the swift
march of progress will not be denied.
So that, it seems to us, we must perforce regulate our traffic flow more effectively; and soon. Whether the parking meters comprise the answer remains
to be seen.
\

Let Us Prove Ourselves
Good Citizens Saturday
say one more vote for or against a candidate will make no difference in the
result; for these single ballots, multiplied by the number of eligible voters,
are our hope and our despair in this
Land of the Free and Home of the
Brave.
Expert observers are saying the vote
Saturday will be light and estimating
that fewer than half the registered Democrats of Kentucky will take the trouble
to cast their ballots. If this proves true,
we shall witness again government by
minority; which is not the basis for
sound democracy.
Farmers especially should take time
to vote, this Saturday; for their problems are more numerous ,than ever before and the attitude of their elected
representatives in Congress toward their
difficulties accordingly more important.
The peace we have won is precarious.
Now perhaps more than heretofore
in the lives of us all it is imperative
that each good citizen discharge his full
duty to his community, his State and
his Nation.
The duty of every citizen begins with
exercise of his or her right of franchise.
Let us prove ourselves good citizens
here in Princeton and Caldwell county
by going to the polls Saturday, Aug. 3.

Rumor circulated here last
week that a nearby town haq
offered free taxes, water and
light for 5 years, and to furnish
a building . . . if the ChambersMoore laundry will come there.
*
*
•
After all what this country
needs more than anything else,
especially in our little sector, is
more voters. (Tom Underwood,
in Lexington Herald)
*
•
*
Voters in Oklahoma, who usually elect Democratic nominees,
gave the nomination to Congress
last week to Army Capt. Glen
D. Johnson over incumbent Representative Lyle Boren. It would
appear Oklahoma voters do not
believe in penalizing - valor of
commissioned officers. And, just
to make things even, former
Pvt. Preston E. Peden defeated
another Oklahoma congressman
for Democratic
*
• nomination.
*
The Kiwanis Club will be
about $600 richer . . . in
its
Underprivileged Fund, as result
of getting net proceeds from
the Softball League games. On
record already to purchase a
modern machine to be used in
testing eyes of pupils in the
city schools, this service organization is well on the way, at
long last, to make a real contribution to the community's
needy.
•

*

•

The reporter is glad the Softball League is over, for this
season. In all our newspapering
days, we have never had so
much trouble trying to find out
about results of games played
before so large a number of
persons. After they left the
stadium, nobody seemed to know
what had happened!

A broader, better program for
the teen-agers of Princeton may
thus be evolved come next
summer.

*

*

*

Nylons came virtually free
and plenty easy for Mrs. Dick
Gregory, Mrs. Tom Simmons
and Mrs. Ralph Cash at a picnic
last Thursday night. While others
yearned, and doubtless burned,
the wheel of fortune turned
ever toward the lucky ones'
table.

*

*

•

*

*

Roy Rowland told
Tuesday he has now
the painting of his
. . . and reserved a
me.
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For United States Senator

Coach Paul "Bear" Bryant,
new UK football mentor, speaking to a Paducah luncheon club
last week, praised Lee Truman,
Owensboro freshman, as a standout prospect for grid honors at
the State University. Truman
was star of the
victorious
"Whites" in an intraquad game
against the "Blues" recently on
Stoll Field. Bryant said seven
freshmen may start on his first
UK grid team.

preaching the need for a burnt
offering, after the example of
Abraham and Isaac, to hallow the
The scene of this novel is Od- land whether for crops or for
borough, a little English vil- red hot slag.
"Twins" has unearthed a seclage where farm gives way to
ret which Mrs. Birker wants him
factory, with a monstrous slagto keep, but also he has somebank overlooking the Green, St. thing which she fancies she'd
Kentigern's where the people like to share; and the one will
worship, the Mungo Arms where benefit Elsie and Jim while the
they drink, and Marsh Edge other will not.
So, of course, there is plot.
Street where they buy pastries.
The time is a short five war-i but unfolding easily and without
wartime months, from Nov. 5, strain; it springs naturally from
"Papists' Conspiracy," to the fol- the people, all of whom hold
lowing March 24, Easter Sim- my undivided attention. Nicholday. The plot is just a switch- son catches you going and coming back and forth between ing, with what his people do
righteousness and sin, loving and also with what they are,
and not loving.
and you will be absorbed by
But the people are the thing, the effective shifts in love,
for this, as all novels should be, jealousy, fear, mistrust, connivis about people. First you meet ing, ,,godliness and ungodliness.
P. C. Crinkle, or 'Twins" as the The scenes in which the girl
nagging boys call him, a police refuses to love the man because
officer who can't see anything it's wrong and then, when she
in a blackout and misses a lot in has persuaded him of it, the man
broad daylight, too. Then there's refuses to love the girl, are adMaggie Birker, who runs a little mirably contrived.
bakeahop; her assistant Elsie
The book is full-bodied, adult,
who, contrary to "Twins," under- earnest, as if the author believed
stands more than her deafness a novel was worth writing as
allows her to hear; Jim Birker, well as just selling. It's calmly
the young husband; and finally written, real rather than emoBenjy Fell, uneducated, godly, tional, and I recommend It as
itinerant evangelist
a 1 w a y a the best first novel In months.

M

Residence

Pennyriler
completed
dog-house
place for

so I

be no buying at this juncture except of
needed things . . . and of course, plenty
of items are needed, some very badly
indeed,' in homes and on farms of this
community.
Better goods will be coming along
soon; and as .for food, well that which
is plentiful will be cheap, by comparison,
white that which is scarce will be expensive.
« fn the long run, what happens in this
postwar era of inflation is going to be
due to what Mr. and Mrs. Average citizen do about their spending. But only
if these good folk restrain themselves
and only if some means is devised by
the government to get some of our overabundant supply of money out of circulation are we going to emerge from
the present boom period without deep
scars.

Name of Voter

*

Literary Guidepost

Remember when late July and early
August were "dog days"?
Well, now they're a general daze to
most business folk as the economic
Merry-Go-Round whirls and spins toward
, . . what?
In cities where buyers' strikes have
been staged, prices have dropped; but
only temporarily. So that isn't the cure
for inflationary impulses in general merchandise and foods.
_
»
The livestock market went off here
as elsewhere last week because people
were not buying meat in butcher shops,
while stockmen were rushing all available cattle to be sold.
In Princeton the thinking of men who
operate the big city stores was reflected
as aeveral clearance sales, first since before the war, were advertised.
The signs grow plainer: There should

Consecutive No.

Poppy Pickering went home
early from a Softball doubleheader the other night . . . to
find her mother missing. And
loud were her lamentations. Even
Aunt Mama couldn't comfort
her. So she went back to the
ball game.

Kansas City — Thousands of
Ameripans are girding themselPennyriler has excellent- in- ves for a mighty "Ah-choo."
formation that lumber for forms
"At 2 p.m. on August 15 it
into which concrete for the begins in earnest," solemnly preCountry Club's new swimming dicts the president of the Heart
pool can be poured is available. of America Hay Fever Club, p r .
This project, carried forward D. M. Nigro.
now, would mean much to the
"People spend millions of dolclub's younger members and I lars every year going to differam all for pushing it. (P. S. I ent climates for relief from hay
fever," he said. "That money
will get the
lumber).
• needed
•
•
should be spent for preventive
Supt. L. C. Taylor told Penny- measures."
riler this week football practice
The "cures" that come out evwill begin in Butler stadium ery spring? "Oh, I've got an ofAugust 15, earliest date per- fice full of 'em," the genial docmitted under conference rules. tor remarked. "What helps one
He had nothing to say about won't do a bit of good for the
prospects for a winning team next one. About the best remedy
here this autumn, being too new they've discovered so far is a
to hazard an opinion on this, change of climate and a regubut he did say he was delighted lated diet."
with Coaches Howard Downing
Now if Congress had just taand Johnny Hackett.
ken the advice of the Hay Fever
•
*
•
Club back in the days of the
Hackett was playing golf one WPA, reminisced Dr. Nigro, there
day recently on the local course might be a lot less sneezing gowith Band Director K. V. Bryant. ing on today. At its annual conThe coach is slightly more than vention some ten years ago, club
6 feet, and 'Tiny", tho a mighty members voted to write Harry
atom with a No. 5 iron, was Truman, then Senator from Missouri, to ask that^the WPA be
sorta dwarfed.
put to work tearing up ragweed,
*
*
*
In his talk at the Kiwanis pig weed and timothy by the
Club last week, Mr. Taylor roots. That, quipped the doctor,
would really get at the root of
said he plans a well rounded
physical training program for the hay fever cause.
ALL pupils . . . and that is what
But though Mr. Truman wrote
our pubiic schools should offer, in hearty approval of the plan
not just football and basketball (his daughter, Margaret, suffers
for a few participants, no mat- from hay fever, too), nothing
ter how much sports fans like* was done about it.
winning teams here.
The only qualification for
•
*
*
membership in the club is Hay
Winning teams are all well
Fever. There are no dues. Your
and good in their places; but
only obligation is to write your
what we need is strong, healthy
congressman regularly and reboys and girls with bodies har- mind him of the need for a nadened against life's rigors by a tional hay fever program for
good program of physical edu- his sneezing constituents.
cation, properly supervised.
This year's club convention
•
•
•
will be held in August, "probaCoaches Downing and Hackett, bly in Colorado Springs." It will
of Butler High, were retained for be a five-day affair, with 200 to
12 months' service each year by 300 members expected. The busithe Board of Education, hence ness meetings do get a little
can be pressed into service as noisy, Dr. Nigro admitted, what
summer playground supervisors. with all the sneezing.
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Our Traffic Troubles Must
' Be Alleviated, But How?
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JOHN SHERMAN COOPER,
Somerset, Ky.
ROSCOE CONKLIN DOUGLAS,
Williamsburg, Ky
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(Vote For One)

By W. G. Rogers

T H E F I R E O F T H E LORD, by N o r m a n Nicholaon ( D u t t o n ; I2.S0).

PHILIP P. ARDERY,
Frankfort, Ky

J
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|

JOHN YOUNG BROWN,
Lexington, Ky
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|

JAMES LOGAN DELK.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
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BLAKEY HELM,
Louisville, Ky
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TOM LOGAN,
Madisonville, Ky.
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GEO. T. SMITH,
Beattyville, Ky.
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HENRY CLAY STEPHENS, JR.,
Cliff Ky
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JOHN J . THOBE,
Covington, Ky.
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NORRIS BROOKS VINCENT,
Brownsville, Ky.
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By J o h n S. Gardner, College
of Agriculture and Home
Economics

j . F. G r a h a m
I of « Sanaa of Pour Articlaa
>pun of Action (or BotUrmant
by Committee
for
Urlcultur*'

Home. Saving Of Seed, III
Tomatoes:—One of the most
satisfactory garden seeds to save
is that of tomatoes. It comes
true easily 98 percent of the
time, and once a suited strain is
obtained, it m a y be held indefinitely, with little care. The main
drawback to saving it is that tomato seed is enclosed in a
phlegm, which when dried glues
the seed together, making it
difficult to handte.
This is overpjtop. by plunging the wh.ole -fruit, putting it
in a glass or a crock for a f e w
days to ferment. The f e r m e n t ing cuts loose the good heavy
seed which falls to the bottom,
and when dried, each seed is
separate.
The m a n n e r of selecting seedfruits needs discussing. There
is no virtue in selecting merely
the earliest f r u i t s or those that
To poach is to cook slowly in as individuals suit the gardener
hot liquid which covers the food. best. Rather, the whole plant

«*y>
In e x t e n d i n g r u r a l electric
the sparsely settled as well
"he more thickly populated

need to be r e a c h e d .

The

consideration should be
telen to extending r u r a l
service. R- E. A. is doing
lighly successful j o b a n d
not be hampered in any
9 Much more research is
, e( j i n
Nutrition—research
j the kinds of food to provide
Hhy, well-rounded diets, and
' the nutritive value of foods
duced on different types of
and the effects of fertilizai and soil c o n s e r v a t i o n . E f tive means of g e t t i n g t h e r e lmg

information to f a r m e r s
I consumers must be used.
0 Whatever steps a r e needed
to provide r u (Uld be t a k e n
children with a well-rounded
igram of education to t r a i n
m for a useful life. Benefits
be gained

by

consolidating

f u t u r e f a r m e r s and f a r m homem a k e r s ; county agricultural and
home demonstration agents; vocational teachers; farmers, and
m a n y other m e n and women who
engage in commercial
enterprizes relating to agricultural
study and home economics. Its
facilities should be developed
and the necessary trained staff
obtained to maintain the highest standards.
T h e E x p e r i m e n t Station with
its substations is the agricultural
research institution of the State.
It p e r f o r m s an outstanding service and makes a very large
contribution to agriculture. Its
services could be greatly enlarged
if it w e r e given adequate support. The State appropriations to
the E x p e r i m e n t Station a r e very
small. This institution deserves
more financial support.

tools and providing a weflinded curriculum should be
tfully studied.
II. Every means of aiding t h e
•al church should be given.
2. Many things are needed to
>vide adequate medical and
rtal care and public health
vice in rural communities—
tter roads, better communican, and more and b e t t e r facilias health
centers,
s such
tics, and hospitals. Practice
rural communities must be
ide more attractive, to induce
iduate medical and
dental
idents to go there. .
T h e Agricultural
Extension
|3. For far too m a n y years,
tmers have mined t h e soil in Division, through its staff of
Jer to provide themselves and trained workers, carries inforfir families with t h e necessi- mation to f a r m men and wo1 of life. To prevent such des- men in all sections of the State.
tction of soil resources, a It has earned the confidence of
khod of stabilizing f a r m in- the public. F r o m time to time
»e at appropriate levels m u s t the legislature should m a k e the
found, provided, and main- appropriations necessary for the
ped. It cannot come too soon, enlargement and proper conduct
the College of Agriculture and of its work.
pie Economics at Lexington
luires increased support to
let adequately the needs of
Idents and graduate students
agriculture and home economL This College serves the f a r m
bple of Kentucky. It instructs

tter Pond

GARDEN

Homemak-

s will have a sale of
esh Foods at the

Implement Co,
Saturday Morning
August 3
at 9 O'Clock
isitively nothing

of the same named
variety, should be taken into account.
plants appear that yield m o r e
consistently, or bear f r u i t that Everybody reads The Leader!
is consistently better in appearance or shape. If, on cutting
such f r u i t across, it is found
that the walls are thicker, and
the seed pockets smaller, and
the green core less, that is desirable seedstock to save. F u r thermore, seed f r o m such a
plant will b e desirable, w h a t HOPKINSVILLE
ever the time saved, early or
late.
Sometimes, in a row of tomato plants a superior off-type
appears, a different sort f r o m
that bought. No m a t t e r w h a t its
true name—and this is often impossible to learn—that would
be a good plant from which to
select seed.
Peppers:—Here, too, is a crop
that comes true, provided the
Women's Wear
varieties are separated 50 feet
in the garden. The seed presents
no difficulty saving, as the seedexclusively yours
clusters are dry and need only
to be broken apart to have seed
(Incorporated)
easy to sow.
In conclusion, and repeating
what was said at the/ outset of

COOLEST S P O T
IN TOWN!

CONTINUOUS
SHOWS
TIL 11:00 P.M.

. . . If in doubt about the other
Driver's signal

—

SUN. & MON., AUG. 4 - 5 -

S T O P o r SLOW D O W N !
4 May 11, 1906. Major JT. W.
Hollingsworth was in the city
on business Wednesday, and besides reporting f a r m work flourishing in his section, r e m a r k e d
"today just forty-one years ago,
Robert E. Lee, the great Southe r n general, surrendered to t h e
Northern Army."
^ May 18, 1906. Miss Sula NaU
l e f t last Tuesday afternoon for
an extended visit to her brother,
F r a n k Nail, at Liberty, Tex.

4 May 18, 1906.
Clarence
Knowles, Guy Stevens, Sam Koltinsky and D. A. Lee were
among those f r o m this city who
witnessed the ballgame between
Produces G o o d Pasture
the "Bloomer Girls" and a local
J . E. Rudolph of McCracken
team at Eddyville Tuesday.
county reports that land treated
w i t h 200 pounds of TV A triple
< May 22, 1906. Mrs. Dr. J . A.
superphosphate and two tons of
A k i n left S u n d a y to be present
limestone to the acre and sowed
at the graduation of h e r daughto ladino clover, fescue, redtop, ter, Miss Melville Akin, a pupil
timothy and lespedeza carries a of the Russellville Female Colcow per one and f o u r - t e n t h s lege. The graduating exercises
acres. P a s t u r e containing only took place this morning and as
redtop and lespedeza requires soon as other exercises of the
t h r e e acres per cow.
college w e r e over Mrs. Akin
and Miss Melville will r e t u r n
Approximately 7,000 sheep in home.
Boone county will be dipped in
a portable dipping vat purchased •i J u n e 1, 1906. Ray Eblen, acb y the Boone County F a r m Bu- companied by his little niece,
Maurine Eblen, returned to his
reau.

OPEN
DAILY
1:00 P.M.

OPEN 1:00 P.M. FEATURES at 1 : 3 2 - 3 : 3 0 - 5 . 2 8 - 7 : 2 6 - 9 : 2 4

COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
J May 29, 1906. Miss
lingsworth r e t u r n e d
f r o m a pleasant visit
weeks to her sister,
Smith, of Vicksburg,

Birch HolSaturday
of several
Mrs. Shell
Miss.

1 May 29, 1906. Misses Hattie
G r a y and Elizabeth Satterfield,
pretty and charming ladies of
Lamasco, were Mrs. A. A. Eastland's visitors last week.
vi J u n e 5, 1906. Mrs. Fulton Allen and little son, Myron, of
Paducah, are visiting f r i e n d s
and relatives in the city this
week.

Phone 81

111 W. Market St.

OPEN
DAILY
1:00 P.M.

COOLEST S P O T
IN TOWN!

CONTINUOUS
SHOWS
TIL 11:00 P.M.

K FSSER

m, DIUER,

NOW SHOWING!
OPEN 1:00 P.M. FEATURES at 1:15 - 3:12 - 5:14 - 7:16 - 9:18

i J u n e 5, 1906. Allison Akin is
h e r e f r o m Chicago, for a t w o
weeks' visit t o his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J . A. Akin.

Chained to each

M&fc^other...

J u n e 5, 1906. Miss J e a n o n
Adamson, of Crider has r e t u r n e d
f r o m Madisonville, w h e r e she
took a special five months'
teachers' course,
Following an application of
10 pounds of a m m o n i u m n i t r a t e
on orchard grass, J . B. Cobb of
H e n r y county h a d an increased
seed yield of 200 percent.

WiURD PARKER
MAKGuant CHAPMAN
^"CARTER

Everything we sell
is available on

P l u s These Added Treats!
"ALL ABOARD"
Railroading in Technicolor
PARAMOUNT NEWS
COMIC IN COLOR

TUES. & WED., AUG. 6-7
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Added Joy
POPEYE CARTOON
UNITED STATES NAVY

T O D A Y !

You can pay as little as
$5.00 a Month . . so getting

LIVE

OREVER
• "onoment is more than • trihuta
"« memory of a loved one. It is
"<»pir«tion— • symbol of
' "<0 tnd ideals that live forevct.
« « you make the most important
,f
'°f • monument, let us s h o w
"TOen.iurinjt hrauty captured ia
04
"f bane Granite craftsmen.

POFBUCK A N D C O
3rd. St.
P h o n e 7W
Paducah, Ky.

ready for Fall need he no
problem. Start the youngsters
off to school with the feeling
of security and confidence that
they are well-dressed; refurnish
your home for the whole family's enjoyment. If vou already
have an account, you can add
on to it without making additional down payments in most
instances.
107 W. Court Sq.

Phone 7 9 0

BAND

THUR. & FRI., AUG. 8 - 9
OPEN 1:00 P.M. FEATURES at 1:1JT- 3:16 - 5:17 - 7:18 - 9:19

r COMEDY!...
with HORSES, WLAWT1
HAPPENINGS!

Extra!
COMEDY

SPADE COOLKY
Added E n j o y m e n t !
POPEYE COMIC — SPORTS — WORLD NEWS
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/
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The Robert Worth Bingham
Memorial 4-H Club camp, a gift
of Barry Bingham of Louisville
to the University of Kentucky,
recently was dedicated at Willisburg in Washington county.
Formerly the Tatham's Spring
resort hotel, the building and 10
acres of land were purchased
by the university with funds
donated by Barry Bingham to
establish a memorial to his father, the late Judge Bingham,
owner of The Courier-Journal
and ambassador to Great BritUK
"
Reconditioned,
the building
now will accomodate about 225
boys and girls at a time, and
about 1,400 club members attend
camps there during the summer.
Speakers at the dedicatory
services included Mr. Bingham,
President H. L. Donovan of the
University of Kentucky, and
John Parks, Jr., of Madison
county and Mrs. Joe Burks of
Larue county, representing the
state organizations of 4-H and
Utopia clubs.
A-tablet^ bearing the name of
the camp and its donor was unveiled by Worth Bingham and
Barry Bingham, Jr., sons of Barry Bingham and grandsons of
Robert Worth Bingham, and

JURY Fir^DS HIM GUILTY
Lt. Thomas -Farrell (above),
stares
glumly outside
the
courtroom in Boston after he
was convicted on three counts
of assault with cigarettes and
a razor blade on Helen Stavrou, 18-year-old typist. (AP
Wirephoto)
George II (1727-60) was the
last King of England to participate personally in battle.
Dean Thomas P. Cooper presented a citation of distinguished
service to 4-H clubs to Barry
Bingham.

NOTICE
To Members of Eastern Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers' Association
MASS MEETING AT COURTHOUSE
11

In

PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Saturday, August 10, 1946,
at Two O'Clock P.M.
To Select Nominees for Director a n d

Advisory

Committeeman for the Ensuing Y e a r .
PAUL RUDOLPH, S e c r e t a r y

Washington— (JP) —The House
has voted to "freeze" the social
security old age insurance tax
at one percent on employes' pay
and employers' payrolls, ' preventing an automatic rise to 2.5
percent against each on January 1.
The measure, which now goes
to the Senate, makes broad revisions in the social security
act, including special benefits
for veterans. The House decision was taken on a voice vote
in which no "nays" were heard.
The measure:
1. Freezes the old age and
-survivors insurance tax for another year at one percent. The
ways and means
committee,
which wrote the bill, originally
put the tax at 1.5 beginning
January 1, but reversed itself
and decided to keep the levy
at the present level. A special
staff of experts employed by
Congress had advised that an
increase of the tax to 1.5 percent is necessary to keep the
social security fund solvent.
.2. Gives the survivors insurance protection to families of
World War II veterans, without
cost, for three years.
3. Blankets 200,000 maritime
workers under the social security unemployment compensation
provisions. These workers have
not been previously covered.
4. Increases from $20 a month
to $25 the amount the federal
government will put up to match
state
contributions for each
needy aged person, blind person or dependent child. This
makes the maximum amount a
needy person can receive, under
the 50-50 matching basis, $50 a
month instead of the present
$40.
The cost to the government of
the new provisions including
benefits to veterans was estimated at slightly over $200,000,000.

Under the veterans provision
of the legislation, veterans are
assured to have been employed
during their Army service at
$160 monthly for the purpose of
computing survivors' insurance
benefits.
The veterans' families will be
protected for three years after
the veteran is discharged from
service without cost to the
veteran.
As an illustration of the benefit, if a veteran with 4 years in
the armed service, and no other
covered employment for social
security purposes, dies within 3
years, his widow would receive
$24.18 a month and each child
under 18 $16.12 monthly.

i •

SAFETY FIRST
He m a d e the curve at sixty-five,
Still trusting in his luck,
He's resting n o w —
W h e r e daisies thrive,
He hit a convoy truck.

' John E. Young

Insurance Agency

3

Phone 2 5

S. Harrison St.

Everybody reads The Leader!
L;,
111

PEACHES
Delicious U. S. No. 1 Elberta Peaches only $2.99 bushel at
all Red Front Stores.
KOKA BARS

COOKIES

EATMORE SANDWICH

ib. 25*

Bulk

COOKIE

bulk Ib

. 19*

»t
JOAN OF ARC

ASPARAGUS'
RED

No. 2

m

PORK & B E A N S No. 2 can
GOLD DISH

PICKLE C H U N K S 3 4 oz.

jar

No. 2 can

11*

qt. jar

10*

ALICE BRAND

SPAGHETTI

KRAUT

Generous Canning
Of Peaches Urged

WOMAN BREAKS 160-YEAR-OLD SENATE TRADITION —
Mrs. Frances E. Dustin (right), secretary to Sen. Owen Brewster
(R-Me.), is congratulated in Washington, D. C., after she broke
a 160-year-old tradition against feminine aides going on the
Senate floor. At left is Catherine Flynn, secretary to Sen. Thomas
C. Hart (R-Conn.) and in center is Jean Williamson, of the office of Sen. Homer Ferguson (R-Mich.). (AP Wirephoto)

Pleasant Grove

By Miss Nola Wilson
A large crowd attended the
annual dinner at Rogers Graveyard Saturday, and a long table
was heavily laden with food.
Rev. Henry Rowland filled
his appointment here Saturday
and Sunday. Sunday School had
an attendance of 34. The revival will begin Monday night,
Aug. 19. Rev. Roy O. Beman
will be the assistant.
The collection for Food for
Foreign Relief in this community was $83.82.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Keller
and daughter, Anna Lee, of Hopkinsville, Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff
Rogers and daughter, Maurine
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Clint Ladd and Mrs. Zora
Wilson Sunday. Miss Nola Wilson was an afternoon visitor.
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Rowland
and litt!h» daughter were dinner
guests of Mr. Edd Gresham and
family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Oden
and children visited Mr. and
Mrs. Desmond Hensley Sunday.
Miss Mallon Gene Rogers, who
is employed at Cayce Yost Co.,
Hopkinsville, was a dinner guest
of her aunt, Miss Nola Wilson,
Sunday.
Mrs. Denzil Fuller received a
telegram from her husband, who
has spent some time in Japan,
that stated he arrived in Seattle, Wash., and will be home
soon.
\ Charles Haile, U. S. Army, and
son of Mr• and Mrs. William
Haile, of Cross Roads community,
has been visiting friends here.
S Mr. and Mrs. Shellie Wyatt
visited Mr. and Mrs. Edd Wyatt
at Dripping Springs Sunday.
^ Mrs. Amanthas Baker is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Berry
Arvin, at Hopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy P'Pool
and children, Jimmie and Judy,
of Dripping Springs, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Gunter Sunday.
• Mr. and Mrs. Joel Majors, of
Evansville, have been visiting
here.
^ Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Oden,
Mr. and Mrs. Corbett Ladd, Mr.
and Mrs. Cleo Ladd and daughter, Margarett Nelle, of Princeton, attended the Rogers Graveyard dinner Saturday.

MISS JULIES

PIE CRUST MIX
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Fancy California White Rose

}1.77

360 SIZE SUNKIST

POTATOES
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10 Ib.

COOKING
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Listen to "Bing Sings" W S O N H E N D E R S O N , KY., Daily 8 : 0 0 A.M.
Sundays 9 : 0 0 A . M .
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LENTHfeRlc's day-long com-

plexion finish. In light, medium, tan, to complement the
•kin-tone of your favorite
"Soft-Focus" face powder.
Presented in a sleek black
case of plastic decorated with
turquoise script.

$1.50 plus tax

CASH & C A R R Y S T O R E S
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

•*•-——-'-•'
^

LENTHERIC

For the new fashion in
faces . . . the under-glow of

RED FRONT
-

W e a t h e r Stations
Proposed For Antarctic
Sydney, Australia— (/P) —Scientists are urging establishment
of meteorological stations in the
Australian Antarctic to assist
weather forecasting in Australia.
Sir Douglas Mawson, discoverer of the south magnetic pole,
and other scientists say that Antarctic stations would
enable
meteorological services in Australia to extend forecasts to
cover from a week possibly up
to three years.
Meteorologists know that the
impact of cold winds from the
Antarctic on tropical moisture
from the equator governs, in
part, Australia's southern rainfall. They do not know how far
south the change begins.
Woolen garments should be
dry cleaned or laundered before
being stored for the summer.
Moths thrive on soiled spots.

1

Business Dries Up

Applies Club Lessons

With a bumper crop being
harvested, housewives arft advised to put up a generous supply
of this golden fruit. Easy to can
in the hot water bath, peaches
will keep without sugar, although
the use of even a thin syrup
will give them a more natural
color, flavor and texture,' said
Mrs. Pearl Haak, canning authority at the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economics.
A medium syrup, generally
used for this fruit, is made of 1
cup of sugar to 2 cups of water,
or two-thirds cup sugar and onethird cup light corn syrup to
2 cups of water. Approximately
1 cup of the prepared syrup will
be required for every quart of
canned peaches.
1. Select ripe fruit with a yellow or yellow-white ground,
not green.
2. Immerse peaches about 1
minute in boiling water.
3. Plunge fruit at once into
cold water, then remove skins
and stones.
4. Simmer peaches 4 to 6
minutes in syrup, depending on
softness of the fruit.
5. Pack fruit, concave side
down, in hot sterilized jars.
6. Cover with boiling syrup,
then adjust lids according to
type used.
t
7. Process in water bath 15
minutes, remove jars and completely seal glass and screw
top jars.
One bushel of peaches will
make about 18 to 24 jars of
canned fruit.
^Mashed potatoe cups filled with
green peas or diced vegetables
are an excellent accompaniment
to serve on the platter with
broiled lamb patties.

Mrs. Maggie McClellan of
Pike county saved a considerable
sum when she put to use some of
the information learned in the
Freeburn
Hoinemakers*
Club.
Using dry suds, she cleaned a
three-piece
livingroom
suite,
livingroom
rug
and
several
scatter rugs. Frayed edges were
repaired with a special glued
tape.

Capetown—(JP)~ South M
ca's dehydration i n d u s t r y w h i J
supplied dehydrated V « g e 3
and soup mixtures to the n a j
during the war, may have
close down. The factories
mainly supported b y ia rge A
ders from the British A d m i r a i j
now ended.
Everybody reads

The

Major-Dray
DRUG CO.

"Hopkinsville's Most Complete
Drug Store" *
Ph. 64

Cor. 9th ti Virginia

Leader|

E V E R Y D A Y ITEMS
1

- . •• •

The following available at our
store daily:
Flour, meal, Nunn-Better oil purpose mash,
canning supplies, b a r r e l vinegar, canned corn,
dried b e a n s , fresh blackberry jam.

Canning Peaches... $3.50
Special This Week

Liftlepage Grocery
ALTA and PRATT
1 1 7 W e s t M a r k e t St.
•MMMM

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your d e a d stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which a r e disinfected daily.
W e pick up horses, cows a n d hogs.

Call

Kentucky Rendering Works
OcsdFW
0i I
Phone 212

AT R E A C H ' S

Phone No. 4 4 2 - J

Every

Item
Cuiniitwd
Princeton, Ky

Princeton, Ky.

W e p a y all phone charges.

in H o p k i n s v i l l e

The Store That Is
Perpetually New .

FLOOR

COVERING

DEPARTMENT

OF

FLOOR

NO.

1

Aggressiveness is the key-note to a successful business. We at REACH'S
strive to keep abreast of the times—the newest and the best in "up-todate" home furnishings.

t

HOME GROWN

Thursday, August 1, 194

KENTUCKY

ENLARGED

26*

AUNT JANES SOUR

C l e a r Sailing Corn No. 2 c a n

SCOTT COUNTY

16*

No. 2 can

16*

Cream Style Country Gentlemen

31*

can

KEY

PEAS

-

House Votes To
'Freeze' Social
Security Tax Rate

Bingham Memorial
Camp Dedicated

are.
.'ami

r

i

W E A R E DETERMINED T O E Q U I P A N D S T O C K THIS D E P A R T M E N T S E C O N D T O N O N E
IN W E S T E R N K E N T U C K Y . W E U R G E Y O U T O VISIT U S N O W . . . S T A T E Y O U R NEEDS
A N D W E WILL D O O U R LEVEL BEST A N D SUPPLY Y O U R W A N T S A S S O O N A S IT
IS H U M A N L Y POSSIBLE.

BROADLOOM
SCATTER RUGS
ROOM SIZE RUGS
WALL TO WALL CARPET
;' . CARPET by the Yard
You will find, a s a l w a y s ,

Keach's a One Price Store
We have made no advances . . . the same price to all . . . you will always
get what you pay for . . . quality rem ains long after the price is forgotten.

Keach Furniture Co.
(Incorporated^

llfltf i/!\ urKlfw i.r#w«ll <»* h|"Tho
fv
Big S t o r e — 9 Floors O f G o o d Furniture'

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,
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OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
J. Lester McGee, Minister
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Sermon-by the Rev. James Talley of Covington, Kentucky.
Union evening service at Central Presbyterian Church at 7:30.
Our pastor preaches the sermon.
Pipers Club meets Monday
evening.

I

-4

f

OTTER POND BAPTIST
S. Orvis Wyatt, Pastor.
Sunday School every Sunday
at 10:00 A.M.
Preaching Services at 11:00
A.M. and 8:00 P.M. on second
Sundays, at 11:00 A.M. on Saturdays before fourth Sundays,
and at 11:00 A.M. on fourth Sundays.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Tom Colins, Pastor
Although our attendance exceeded that of any Sunday during the present pastorate, we
missed several faithful members
who were not present at Sunday School last Sunday. Several
classes are reaching goals set at
the last meeting of the Religious
Educational Committee. Bring a
friend to the services next Sunday. A cordial welcome awaits
visitors and members alike.
We were happy to welcome Dr.
Hallie Watt into the church fellowship last Sunday.

Pennyrile REA Gets
Authority To Borrow
$ 5 4 5 , 0 0 0 For Expansion

Some Scarce Items Now
Available In Princeton

The Kentucky Appliance Center, a new business concern
which opened at Market and
MU
Hawthorne streets last Friday,
j 'j
reports it has a large supply of
electric irons and some other
|l •
scarce items in stock.
** For over four months, the
v
'l
owners have been trying to obf
tain enough merchandise from
the manufacturers to open their
»
store. Dpring this period, several
factories have been allowing
V '
Mid-week service Wed. 7:30 them a few irons each month.
These have been stored until
*V ' »; p.m.
the opening and Mrs. Willie
V
Smith Mitchell, one of the ownV j FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
ers, reports that the firm has
d'
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
accumulated almost 36 electric
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
irons ^of various prices and
t<
11:50 a.m. Marning Service
makes which are now available
l' \ 6:45 p.m. Training Union
to the public.
ltc
' 7:30 Evening Warship
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
J. P. Bright, minister
Sunday School each Sunday at
9:45 A. M. Mr. Robt. Coleman, James W . Stallins
supt.
Funeral services were held for
Morning Worship each Sun- James Wylie Stallins, 79 years
day at 11 A. M.
old, who died at his home near
Young People's meeting at Louistown, July 28, at
the
6:3$ P. M.
Louistown
Christian
Church
Evening Worship at 7:30 P. M. Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock,
Mid-Week Service, Wednesday, with the Rev. Tom Collins, pas7:30 P. M.
tor of the First Christian Church,
\

KENTUCKY

officiating.
Survivors are his widow, two
daughters, Mrs. Otis Jennings
and Delcie Stallins; two sons,
Luther and Chester; and a
brother, Robert Stallins.
Burial was in the Lance
Nichols Cemetery.

Harvey D. Parrent
Harvey Dale Parrent died in
Evansville July 29, and funeral
services were held\ Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock at Saratoga
Church, Lyon county, with the
Rev. J. Lester McGee officiating. Interment was in the church
cemetery.
Survivors are his mother, Mrs.
Harvey Parrent; two sisters,
Mrs. Laura Rodgers and Mrs.
Harry Snyder; and a brother,
Stephen Parrent, Princeton.
Pallbearers were Eldwood Sadler, Ed Piercy, Buddy Kilgore,
Wilson Parrent, Barkley Townes,
and Douglas Dobbins.
Flower girls were Mary Parrent, Nancy Holloway, Mary
Rose Chandler, Milledean Kilgore, Hazel Steinbaugh,
and
Anna Kilgore.

(Continued from Page One)
as received but no tickets were
mailed out before today's opening sale, Mr. Pogrotsky said.
Boxes, with four seats in each,
have been sold out for three
weeks, 90 boxes in all, it was
announced. The boxes were sold
in advance of the show, Mr.
Pogrotsky said, to assure revenue with which to defray part
of the necessary overhead expense. Patrons purchasing reserved seats early will have as
good or better places from which
to see the show as those who are
in the boxes, and 1496 seats are
available for each night of the
show in the reserved seat section,
Mr.^Pogrotsky said.
Most Princeton stores will
close at 6 o'clock Saturday night,
August 10, so that employes
may attend the horse show, N.
B. Cameron, president of the
Retail Merchants
Association,
said this week.
Six of Princeton's loveliest girls
have been selected to present
ribbons and trophies as follows:
Thursday night, Barbara Sue
Graham and Sarah Delia Cunningham; Friday night, Betty
Jo Linton and J o Ann Pickering,
and
Saturday
night,
Nancy
Hearne
and
Rose
Mitchell
Randolph.
Butler High Band has been
practicing this week preparing
to play for all performances of
the show, under direction of K.
V. Bryant. The Butler musicians
added much to enjoyment of the
big horse show crowds last year
and may safely be counted upon
to please again this year, Mr.
Sparks said.
The Princeton Junior Chamber
of Commerce will have charge
of concessions at this year's show,
instead of the Band Parents, and
will offer soft drinks, popcorn,
candies, sandwiches, souvenirs
of Princeton and balloons. Boy
Scouts will do the vending,
Howard York, Jaycees president said, and proceeds will go
to the Caldwell county Memorial Hospital.
Top sjakes in the show are
$350 for the champion five-gaited

Frankfort —(IP)— The Pennyrile Rural Electric Cooperative,
Hopkinsville, has been granted
authority by the Public Service
Commission to seek federal loans
of $545,000 to construct 508.66
miles of line in Christian, Todd,
Logan, Simpson, Trigg, Lyon,
Muhlenberg and Caldwell counties, it was announced today by
Secretary P. H. Hyden.
The Pennyrile now has 877
miles of line. It has obtained
six previous loans totaling $1,039,000.
le-ring ceremfl
bride was atq
with navy an(
Her corsage
iids. Her m|
Miss J a n e
jjiss., who w
a corsage o^
ONE, TWO, THREE LEADERS AT TAM O' S H A N T E R — T h e
three leaders at the 54-hole mark in the All-Amwican Golf
Tourney pause for a chat at the 18th green at Tam O' Shanter
club in Chicago. Left to right: Claude Harmon, second with a
211 aggregate; Ellsworth Vines, third with 212; and Herman
Barron, first with 208. (AP Photo)
horse, $350 for the walking
horse champion, and $200 for the
best three-gaited horse, but there
are numerous amateur classes,
open and juvenile rings which
are expected to hold high interest fbr even the uninitiated in
equine events.
While the championships will
not be decided until Saturday
night, the same horses will compete in classes to be shown
Thursday and Friday nights as
preliminaries to the
closing
events and the calibre of each
night's performance will therefore be high, Mr. Sparks said.
Principal committees for the
horse show: Advertising, J. B.
Lester, Roy Rowland, Mark Cunningham and Hugh B. Cherry;
publicity, G. M. Pedley, Iley McGough, Virgil Smith and Thos.
J. Simmons; tickets, Saul Pogrotsky and Conway Lacey; horse
show, Carl Sparks, Hearne Harralson, Bedford McChesney and
J. F. Graham; mule show, Billie
McConnell, George Pettit and
Dugan Ordway; music, K. V.
Bryant.

Had Begun To Fear Relief
Was Beyond His Reach,
States Well-Known Resident, But Never Felt Better Than
Now.
Gives
Retonga Full Credit
"I suffered from nervous indigestion and sluggish elimination until I began to fear I
might never get relief, but Retonga soon had me feeling as
good as ever," gratefully states
Mr. Eugene Bosley well-known
resident of 2037 - 6th Ave.,
North, Nashville, Tenn.
"Distress from nervous indigestion plunged me almost into
despair," he said. "I had little
desire for food and after meals
gas pressure against my chest
often made me gasp for my
breath.' I felt weakened, rundown and restless and could
hardly ever get any really refreshing sleep. Habitual constipation added to my misery and
I had to take strong purgatives
continually. I seemed to grow
weaker and I was badly discouraged.
"Retonga promptly relieved all

. See these beautiful Innerspring
Mattresses for single and double beds
— ACA Tick — You can rely on them
for many years of service and are built
for comfort.

Priced from $19.50 to $40.75

MR. EUGENE BOSLEY
this distress and my appetite returned and I began to eat anything I wanted before I finished
my first bottle. I no longer need
strong laxatives. I never felt
better and I give Retonga full
credit for putting me on my feet
again."
Retonga is intended to relieve distress due to insufficient
flow of digestive juices in the
stomach, loss of appetite, Vitamin B-l deficiency and constipation. Accept no substitute. Retonga may be obtained at Dawson's Drug Store.
—Adv.

West Liberty, July 29—(JP)—
Police Judge' Bob McClure reported today an attempt by unknown persons to blow up his
house here by placing six sticks
of dynamite under the front
porch.

ocal members of tW
Federation of T<
rkers entertained wit
jnd barbecue, Mond<
, 22. at Kuttawa I
After the supper, wfc
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Lrtam and angel fo
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Livestock Market Is
Higher Here Monday
The market was 25 to 50 centd
higher than last week on ths
Princeton Livestock Markei
Monday, it was reported bfl
Brad Lacy, manager. Total heal
sold was 1179. Baby bgvea
topped at $18; No 1 veals, $1?.-|
80 and hogs, $22.

Value*
In

fyusi

during the m o n t h of
August on various styles
of Fur Coats.
Use our Down-PcJy
ment or Lay-Away Plan.

SATURDAY

Make your selection
now while sizes and
styles are available.

citizens to go to the polls Saturday and vote
in the Primary.

It's the American W a y .

(This publicity made possible as a public
by Citizens of
Phone 92

ephone Workers
griain With Picnl

Controls Are Restored
O n Synthetic Rubber
Washington, July 30— (/P) —
The grain alcohol shortage forced the government to restore
today controls over synthetic
rubber which were
removed
just after VJ-Day.
'"A limitation imposed by the
Civilian Production Administration prohibits tire and other
manufacturers from accepting
any general-purpose synthetics
without prior authorization.
CPA's rubber division will fix
the amounts which may be purchased in each quarter from the
office of rubber reserve.

Make

Princeton.)

service

and

L g Gregory, Sterli
f,as attended by Co
uUSNB (R^.). b '
[ V i b e bride.
r«, and Mrs. Gregor;
home at 1435 Vine
L j, Colo.

Comfortain, the latest development in scientific temperature
control, is adjustable to changing weather and makes possible
the luxury of carrying good
weather about with you to any
part of your office or home.
This
new
electrical
unit,
known as Comfortain, has both
heating and cooling controls. One
control operates a streamlined
fan which sends forth cooling
breezes for humid days and hot
nights. Then for the uncomfortable cold of winter and fall a
flip of the second control causes
the heater coils to glow and
slows down the fan, providing
a gentle flow of warm circulating air.
Because of its light weight,
Comfortain is adaptable to many
uses. It makes possible healtheven temperatures in nursery, sick room, bathroom—in
fact, in any part of the home or
office. Its warm air even helps
to dry hair and materially stortens the time required for drying clothes indoors.
The number of Comfortains
manufactured to date has been
Ugiited and Princetonians are
v e f y fortunate in being among
the first to obtain them. This
new importaht electrical unit
obtained at the Kentucky Appliance Center at Market and Hawthorne streets.
It

your voice heard in the government.

See Our Box Springs, Too

L e Gregory

Comfortain
For Princetonians

Legal Voters of Princeton urges all registered
W e have a new line of Felt Mattresses

V Gregory «
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Women's Page
Ion-Gregory

Recent

Bride

and Mrs. Claude H. WilJ E Main street, announce
Imarriajji' of their daughter,
I. penver, Colo., to Marion
L Gregory, also of Denver.
J o ' c l o c k the evening of July
L the Central Presbyterian
Ich, Denver, by the Reverend
• Martin E. Anderson in the
nce of the immediate fam[> double-ring ceremony was
The bride was attired in
, sheer with navy and white
ries. Her corsage was of
>e orchids. Her maid of
lr was Miss Jane Smith,
Iksville, Miss. who wore pale |
with a corsage of white
_enias.
[ G r e g o r y is t h e s o n of M r s .

Gregory and the late;
Es H. Gregory, Sterling, Colo.
<ns attended by Comdr. J.M.
USNR (Ret.), brother-inTof the bride.
and Mrs. Gregory will be
ime at 1435 Vine St., Den16. Colo.

ephone Workers
ertain With Picnic

Before her marriage Saturday July 6, in Hopkinsville,
Mrs. Robert T. Nuckols was
Miss Martha L i t t l e p a g e ,
daughter of Mrs. Pearl Littlepage, White Plains. The couple
is at home in Atlanta, Ga.,
where he is employed with the
Veterans Adm'nistration.

Jones, Marlin Ray, Rosalie Ray,
Galena Rose Satterfield, Margaret J u n e Strong and Robert
|ters
members of the South- Williamson, Paducah.
»met it tfcl
Federation of Telephone
Dean ty I
kers entertained with a picland barbecue, Monday night, Birthday Party
fuly 17. TV I
On Monday, July 22, Mrs.
22, at Kuttawa Mineral
«J
Harold P' Pool of the Pleasant
togs.
J>yd
Ifter the supper, which con- Grove community, entertairted
day" n l Id of barbecued chicken and several friends in honor of her
irlie Will
leream and angel food cake, little daughter, Mary Barbara,
| a review
Ethel Scott Tudor was who celebrated her eighth birth- was
a service pin, denoting 10 day.
Phelps. |J
of faithful service with
Refreshments were served to
pri
local telephone company, little Misses Martha Nell Woolf,
Irs."
es and music were enjoyed Maybelle and Rosa Nell Burprogram I
Ing the social hour. •
gess, B e t t y
and Katherine
pn.
lesent were Mr. and Mrs. Storms, Hattie Ray Morse, Ad| by the I
In Cummings and son, Owen, rienne, Buster, Linda Joyce and
1
son, 1
I Mr. and Mrs. Frank Frank- Wanda Fay Fuller; Messrs. Kendames i
[Mr. and Mrs. John Keeney, neth, Buster and Jodie Lynne
yen,"
and Mrs. Denny McConnell, Turner, Mesdames R. L. Woolf,
I and Mrs. Kelsie Tudor, Mr. Audrey Croft, Denzil Fuller,
R, v. E C
I Mrs. Buddy Satterfield, Mrs. Otis Turner, Willis Buster, Arch
| Clifton (
Igaret Cornette, /Greenville, Burgess.
lie Dean 1
Lucy Brown.
Late afternoon callers were
ce
Isses Lana Rose Boitnott, Mesdames A. P. Lilly and Gertie
(Charles 1
la Blackburn, Bessie Brels- Cortner and Miss Christine TurMary Carter, Jewell Davis? ner. The honoree was the reI
Grace George, Florene cipient of many gifts.
(of Mrs. I

• t Is
fcnday

Rev. And Mrs. Collins
Entertairi Church Group
Rev. and Mrs. Tom Collins
and
son, David, entertained
about 125 guests at an informal
tea at their home on North Jefferson street Sunday afternoon
from 4 until 6 o'clock.
The guests registered in the
living room and were privileged
to inspect the parsonage throughout. Mrs. Henry Lester- served
as registrar, and Mrs. Hamil
Travis poured punch, assisted
by Mrs. Glenn Cartwright, Mrs.
Elizabeth Rogers, Mrs. Louard
Egbert and Mrs. Clifton Pruett.
Guests were: Dorla Dean Stallings, Martha Jane Stallings,
Mrs. Leamon Stallings, Atha
Stallings, Elizabeth B. Rogers,
Mrs. J. Herman Sphar, Champaign, 111.,' Mrs. Clifton Pruett,
Mrs. Glen Gartwright.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamil Travis,
Mrs. H. G. Alloway, Sturgis,
Mrs. H. L. Patton, Horse Cave,
Virginia
Wilson,
James
H.
Jones, Bobby Cates, Madisonville.
Dorothy Jordan, Mr. and Mrs.
E. L. Scarberry, Mr. and Mrs.
Claude C. Koltinsky, Patricia
Ann Short, Jacqueline Koltinsky, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Templeton and son, 'Tempy," Norma Cartwright, Patsey Dalzell.
Charlotte Kirchner, Mr. and
Mrs. Allan G. Hubbard, Mrs. L.
D. Vivian, Mrs. Berdie Vivian
Moore, Mrs. H. C. Lester, Mrs.
Mattie Dalton, Mrs. S. G. Jarvis,,, tytrs. Jennie McNeill.
Peggy Sue Cash, Mrs. Lester
Cartwright, Clara Jean Cash,
Mrs. Thomas Winters, Chloe Ann
Winters, Carol Winters, Joyce
Jarvis, Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
Daw.
Mrs. Frank Giannini and son,
Frankie, Mrs. Clyde Kercheval
and daughter, Ann, Mrs. R. M.
Pool, Misses Sula and Eliza Nail,
Robert Dalzell, Jerald Winters,
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. McClelland.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Graham
and daughter, Barbara Sue, Dr.
Hallie C. Watt, Mr. and Mrs.
John Gerris, Mr. and Mrs.
George H. Stephens, Mrs. Carl
Beesley, Mrs. C. H. Adams, Mrs.
Guy Dunning.
Clifton Pruett, Sr., Mrs. John

Darling Baby

Phone 50

•

•

•

Princeton

•
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Society • Personals

Dorothy Ann Davis

P^AAxuudl

Major and Mrs. Ralph Robinson, Lancaster, S. C., spent last
week with Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Sevison. Mrs. Robinson, before
her marriage was Miss Eleanor
Sevison, of Cheyenne, Wyo., and
is a neice of Mr. Sevison.
Pete Gates, Cincinnati, O.,
spent last week-end here with
his mother, Mrs. John Gates,
Washington street.
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred spent
several days last week with Mr.
and Mrs. Stegar Dollar in Bowling Green.
Mrs. A. K. Miller left last
Thursday morning for her home
in Tulsa, Okla., after a two
weeks' visit here with her sister, Mrs. Fred Taylor, S. SemMichael is the little son of inary street.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Darling,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Sphar and
N. Jefferson street. Mrs. Dar- sons, Champaign, 111., are visit-,
ling is the former Carolyn ing her mother, Mrs. Vera BanArnett.
nister and family, W. Market
street.
Earl Sims and children, Sara
Mr. and Mrs. Bland Newnvan,
Jean and Joan, Mrs. Hylo Mohon, Paducah. sDent Sunday here.
Mrs. G. E. French, Mrs. Sallie
Mrs. H. T. Alloway, Sturgis,
Harralson, Thomas Jones, Mrs. and Mrs. H. L. Patton, Horse
W. E. Majors, Mrs. Gene S. Bis- Cave, were guests of Rev. and
Mrs. Tom Collins, N. Jefferson
hop, Vera G. Bannister..
Thomas Winters, Mr. and Mrs. street, Sunday.
Mrs. J. W. Hollingsworth left
R. D. Farmer, Mrs. J. W. Lamb,
Saturday
for Port Orange, Fla.,
Mrs. Earl Lamb, Mrs. E. R. Wilson, A. L. Templeton, Mrs. A. L. where she will visit her sister,
Mrs. N. E. Barneet.
Templeton.
Mrs. Stegar Dollar, Bowling
Mrs. L. E. Egbert, Lee Egbert,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Carter, Green, will arrive next week for
Mrs. Emery E. Dobbins, Byron a visit with Miss Mary Wilson
/
Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gad- Eldred.
^tJlr.
and
Mrs.
Gerard
Kevil,
die, L. E. Egbert, L. E. Carter.
George E. French, Miss Doro- St. Louis, Mo., will spend this
thy Ann Davis, Mr. and Mrs. week-end with Miss Mary Wil,Fredj jHopper, Mr. and Mrs. sop Eldred.
Lewis Boren, Jimmie Boren, \ / M r . and Mrs. Donald M. NelTwyman Boren, Betty and Ar- son, Miami, Fla., are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gregory,
thur Travis.
Hopkinsville street.
Miss Lucille Buttermore, LouisRacing Starts At Dade
ville, arrived Tuesday for a
visit to her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Park Saturday, Aug. 3
.Tom
Buttermore, Locust street.
Dade P a r k ,
July
31 •
Thoroughbred racing returns to \ Mrs. Merle Brown and son,
Kentucky this week when Dade David, spent Friday in EddyPark Jockey Club swings open ville with Mrs. Jim Noble
its gates Saturday, Aug. 3, for Smith.
James Stegar and daughters,
a 26-day session, closing with
the Labor Day program, Mon- Martha Ann and Evelyn, Abingdon Va., drrived Saturday for a
day, Sept. 2.

Leader

Birthday

Kentucky Lake Queen
Pi
t—iiMil—II'illIII•

•
Party

Little SandVa Gay Gresham
celebrated
her 7th
birthday
Thursday, July 25, from 2 until
5 o'clock, with a theater party.
Guests were Ann Kercheval,
Poppy Pickering, Janet French,
Rella Pettit, Carol Winters, Doris Akers, William Oscar Mitchell, Joe Kelley Jaggers, Douglas Allen George.
Bill Smith, A1 Smith, Gary Catlett, Bob Bishop, Dorris George,
Martha Sue Gresham, Barbara
Bishop and Sandra Gresham.

If the title "Queen of Kentucky Lake" were to be bestowed upon any one of the
thousands of sports enthusiasts
who daily flock to the blue waters of the inland "sea," no one
would deserve it more than
Miss Sharlotte Owen, vivacious
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leland Owen of Murray. Miss
Owen received the A. B. degree
from Murray State College in
1941, with a m a j o r - i n English
and minors in French and com
merCe. An expert swimmer, she
ca» fish, surf-ride, or pilot a
speed-boat with the best of
them. Since early childhood she
has participated in all forms of
tfater sports.
visit to their grandmother, Mrs.
J. A. Stegar, Locust street. Mr.
Stegar returned to Abingdon
Sunday, and the girls will spend
the summer.
»Mr. and Mrs. Roy B. Smith,
Shelbyville, arrived Wednesday
night for several days' visit to
their daughter, Mrs. Tom Collins, the Rev. Collins and their
son,
David, North Jefferson
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Woodall
and children, Buddy and Phyllis,
and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Woodall and little daughter, Judith,
all of Paducah, are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. Tyoodall, S. Jefferson street.
Miss Billie Sims, New Albany,

Ind., is visiting Miss Sarah
Goodwin, Hopkinsville
street.
She was Miss Goodwin's roommate in New Albany last year.
Mr. and Mrs. Medley Goodwin and daughters, Ann, Eliza
beth and Jane, returned to their
home in Greenville, Miss. Tues
day after a visit to his brother,
H. A. Goodwin and family and
sisters, Mrs. J. D. Stephens and
family, and Mrs. McKee Thomson.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Waller,
Akron, O., and Mrs. T. Blanton
Jones and daughter, Adair, of
Richmond, Va., left this week
after a visit to. their sister, Mrs.
H. A. Goodwin, Hopkinsville
street.
• f a r s . Hickman Baldree, Frankfort, is visiting her father, C. A.
Woodall and Mrs. Woodall, S.
Jefferson street.
Mr. Dique Eldred has returned from Richard's Landing,
Ont., where he visited Mrs. Eldred, who is spending the summer there.
V f > r . and Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal
have returned from a vacation
in Iowa.

Ky.
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Eddy Creek Homemakers
Have Annual Picnic
The Eddy Creek Homemakers
met July 25 for their annual
picnic, with Mrs. Wylie Brown.
Mrs. D. W. Satterfield had
charge of the business session
during which the following officers were elected for 1947:
President, Mrs. Charles Lester;
secretary, Mrs. Wylie Brown.
Mrs.
Glycon
Gresham
had
charge of the recreation program.
Picnic lunch was served to
Mesdames D. W. Satterfield,
Cook Oliver, Martin Oliver, Boyd
Satterfield, Hurchel
Drennan,
Ira Cotton, J , C. Gresham, Glycon Gresham, Charles Lester, W.
H. Tandy, J. I. Lester, Hoy
Sisk, Wylie Brown, Meridth
Brown, Vernon Burchett, and
Misses Joe Lester, Louise Tandy,
and Judy Lester.

r

Better Living In McCreary
Rural homemakers in McCreary county are becoming
home-comfort
conscious, says
County Agent George D. Corder. Since January 1, running
water has been installed in 56
homes, bathrooms in 35 homes,
and on six farms electric lights
have been provided for houses,
barns and other buildings.

•! . I
:m

Sugar Shortage To Be
Eased In Two Weeks

Washington, July 31 —(JP)—
George Dice, head of OPA's sugar rationing division, told Congress today the nation's acute
sugar shortage will be eased
soon in most places.
Testifying before the House
committee on food shortages.
Dice said that within about two
U. K. Accepts Gift
weeks most housewives will be
The University of Kentucky able to find sugar enough to
Board of Trustees has accepted meet their ration allowances.
a gift from Alexander Bonnyman, Knoxville industrialist, for
the purchase of carillonic bells Mayfield To Install
in memory of his son, who was Parking Meters Soon
Mayfield, July 31—(£>)—'The
killed in action during the batMayfield City Council by a vote
tle of Tarawa.
of five to one last night gave
Combining ham and beans the green light to installation of
with sour cream is typical of parking meters on the streets
of Mayfield.
Middle American cookery.
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Clearance of Summer Dresses
and Play Clothes
Sizes 9 to 15 — 10 to 20
Were
Were
Were
Were
Were
Were

$35.00
$29.90
$25.00
$22.50
$19.95
$16.95

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

$19.75
$17.95
$15.95
$14.95
$13.95
$11.95

Were $15.95 — Now
Were $14.95 t - N q w
Were $12.58 — Now
Were $10.95 — Now
$9.95 — $8.95 — $7.95 — Now ..

$10.95
$ 9.95
$ 8.95
$ 7.95
$ 5.95
•v.v-

Handbags

Early Spring Dresses
9" to 15 — 10 to 18
V2 Price Plus $1

••

All Spring Coats 1-2 price plus $1

$8.50 to $10.50 — Now

$3.00

$10.95 to $18.00 — Now

$5.00
M

-pay
Plan.
jdion
and
>le. ">

Plus 20% Federal Tax

GLOVES

HATS
$5.00 to $7.95 original price — Now $1.00

h of
styles

White and Assorted Colors
Leather, Plastics, Fabrics
$5.00 Now $2.00 $7.50 and up Now $3.00

Assortment of Colored Gloves
Were $1.00 and $1.95 — Now

39c pr.

m

DRASTIC REDUCTIONS IN CHILDRENS' WEAR

THE PRINCETON LEADER,

PRINCETON,

T h u r s d a y , August 1, ,

KENTUCKY

If you ever burn
Use w a x on baby's high-chair,
crib, b a t h table, c a r r i a g e and a cake you're bait
playroom f u r n i t u r e to protect t h e crust with a |
t h a n with a knife.
against scratching.

Disabled Vets Increase
Bids For Rehabilitation
Applications for vocational rehabilitation under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act (Public
L a w 16) for disabled veterans
have increased 94% in the first
six months of 1946 in *he threestate area of Veterans Administration Branch Office No. 6.
By J a n u a r y 31, only 25,596 applications had been received by
the VA, but by J u n e 30, 49,571
applications had been received.
As of J u n e 30 t h e r e were 23,465 Ohio disabled veterans who
had applied for training under
this Act. Of these, 5,234 were in
training, 1,114 had completed or
discontinued training, and 4,055 had not yet entered training.
In Michigan at the end of
June, 18,699 disabled veterans
had submitted applications. Of
these, 4,248 were in training,
876 had discontinued training
and 2,180 were aWaiting training.
Of Kentucky's 7,407 disabled
veterans applying by J u n e 30,
1063 w e r e in training, 391 had
completed or discontinued training and 808 had not yet entered
training.
The remainder in each case
had been disapproved, had declined or deferred training, or
their cases w e r e pending.
To qualify for training under
this Act, the World War II vete r a n must have a pensionable
disability (10% or more). Training includes institutional as well
as on-the-job training, and is
designed to restore the employability of t h e disabled veteran.
Apply For Certificates
Veterans planning to attend
school for the first time under
the G. I. Bill this fall are urged
by the Veterans Administration
to apply for their certificates of
eligibility immediately to avoid
delays in the fall. Application
should b e m a d e at the nearest
VA office and discharge papers
must be presented.
Guidance Centers
Helps Veterans
T h i r t y - f o u r guidance centers
a r e now being operated in Ohio,
K e n t u c k y and Michigan to assist veterans in selecting proper
educational and vocational programs, the Veterans Administration announced.
Most of t h e centers are under
contract with the VA to provide
complete counseling and guidance service, helping ex-servicem e n and w o m e n to select the
educational and vocational courses commensurate with their interests and aptitudes.
At the 16 guidance centers in
Ohio, 12 in Michigan and 6 in

TWELVE MEN HANDLE CASKET— It takes 12 m e n n to handle t h e casket containing t h e body
of Martin E. Luotto, k n o w n as the "world's h e a v e s t m a n " in his circus act, at a West F r a n k f o r t , 111-,
cemetery. Luotto died in Bemidji, Minn., of a h e a r t attack. He attained the weight of 720 pounds
and the casket would fit neither the f u n e r a l p a r l o r nor the hearse.
( A P Photo)

K£NTl/CKy A

T h e University of K e n t u c k y
Experiment Station has been receiving favorable reports
on
Ladino clover, especially f r o m
western Kentucky. I n Hickman
county, a f t e r a tour of f a r m e r s
to several fields, County Agent
W a r r e n Thompson
made
the
following
report
o n ' Ladino
clover:
It f u r n i s h e s more p a s t u r e t h a n
any other clover and for a longer period of time to m o r e stock.
It will npt cause bloat w h e n
t h e r e is considerable grass in
the field.
W h e n properly cured, Ladino
clover m a k e s a valuable hay.
Stock like it.
Growing well on sour land,
Ladino clover does m u c h better
a f t e r application of lime and
phosphate.
Ladino clover can b e sowed
in either fall or spring. In fall
seeding it should be on a prepared seed bed a r o u n d Aug. 15,
seeded alone or w i t h
grass.
Spring seeding is f r o m Feb. 15.
to April 15 in g r o w i n g small
grain. The seed should always
be inoculated.
U n d e r ideal conditions Ladino
clover will produce 150 pounds
of seed to the acre.
Ladino clover
will control
gulley and sheet erosion w h e r e
land is properly treated.
When left 2 to 5 years, Ladino
clover will double t h e yield of
corn on land t h a t normally produces 30 bushels to the acre.
One Crop

lie

Adding milk instead of w a t e r
to canned soups is a good w a y
to add variety to t h e box l u n c h
and still provide p a r t of t h e
day's milk r e q u i r e m e n t .

to serve In two World

ITar»

h i m to serve I n the Senate 1

Pepsi-Cola Company,

Franchised Bottler:

Long Island City, N. Y.

Pepsi Cola

Hopkinsville Bottling

UJMKLER
ARE

YEARS

A/VP

WORK

COME IN OR PHONE

AHEAD

S A I / / A / G

Plumbing

I

guarantee
tation

is

of purity,

and

quality.

and

Heating

L

K

your
sani-

is h e a l t h i n s u r a n c e !
it

at

every

Serve

meal.

Your

f a m i l y w i l l not o n l y enjoy
the

creamy

texture

and

d e l i c i o u s t a s t e of o u r pure,
N o r j u j f non-drying
S ^ S
y

r i c h p a s t e u r i z e d milk, but

,.thi» wonderful super*
fatted soap actually soften*

t h e y w i l l t h r i v e o n it.

Ar-

your skin, smoothes It, help* It

r a n g e t o h a v e a q u a r t or

polnraln the oil balance it needs
for that velvety look and feel.

m o r e in y o u r

refrigerator

That's because It's so extra
^

a t a l l t i m e s . It'* p e r f e c t as

Hch In lanolin, the oils thai
acf so like the noturol oili of your

a

•kin. 3 cakes for 50<

beverage

tween

meal

with

in-be-

snacks.

Will also offer for sale on the above date several articles
belonging to Mrs. Laura East.
Wagon -*mule - mower - hay r^ke - household furniture
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YOU CAN T A F F O R D TO SHOVEL COA1!

Every careful buying home ownei
should see the Winkler Stoker
^^^^^^^
before buying any lorm ol
^^^^^^^^^^^^
automatic heating equip
^^HHHHMpHHMi
ment.
^^Ll^^Al/^I/fjA^'
The Winkler Slokei
j f i H B ^ H
with its many refined
H|ipaBM||M
feature* is today THE ^ f J I I ^ A J Y ' I ' f / ^ J
I N D U S T R Y ' S out
standing product
ll is aaving money
^ ^ ^^
and labor lor thou
flBfi
C j W
sands ol property own
M
ers from coast to coast
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Investigate the Eet Aii
control... The lully auto
I
matic transmission which
has no shear pin! Pressure
^
Sealed Hopper... The Econo
^ ^ H ^ r
miser Burner.. and many othei
^^^^^^^^
exclusive Winkler feature* . . . The 3
Year Warranty Plan... See the Winkler crush rock*... bit*
into a steel pipe without damaging oi slopping the *toker

M

P

Install a fully automatic
Winklat Coal turner in #
your praiant furnace
Say* monay and labor
tk down paymant. Tlir M yaaf limn.

• W* mat* loans for vacation
aipansas to both man and woman,
(ingi* and marriad, in all kindi of
employment. Gal <h* cash flpu
naad now, and rapay on convenient monthly farms aftar your v*.
cafion is over.

Way

The race has
j down to ti

to reality 4
they want 1
vote. WhatevJ
j points of tM
ue no chance i

Finance C o r p . of K y .
George A. P j t t i n g e r , Mgr.
Princeton, K e n t u c k y

KIEEN1TE the Brushiess

. develoP«d any
! in the c a m p i
-.thy f » c u r j
IcW. where
•the' damndest"
fullest.
J
|5 odd campaij
w
mal
ae a f e

candidates m *

Stains, Dullness Vanish from

Location of sale 3 miles southeast of Shady Grove, Ky., in
the Walnut Hill district — 1 mile off Shady Grove-Princeton Highway.

H

p

LOAN

J O N E S
AGENT
Phone 412-J
Henrietta Apts.
BOX 102

elect

TKIFPIIONE,
tUV 2J4)

^Vacation

F.

volunteered
Let's

program

Pays

For Farmer's L a n d
A. W. Morris, Calloway county, paid $625 for 43 acres of
worn-out hill land in t h e spring
of 1945. T h e n he spent $170 for
fertilizer and seed and sowed
26 acres of wheat, m a k i n g his
total investment
$795. W h e a t
produced this h a r v e s t sold for
$773. Mr. Morris is cooperating
with the T V A in demonstrating the value of fertilizers in
increasing crop yields.
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In tii* Democratlo Primary tor U n i t e d State*
on S a t u r d a y , A u g u s t 3, 1916
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Or Ardery
iocrats' Choice

Undercover Men Fighting
Teen-Age Dope'Ring

New Bridge May
Run Beside Dam

V the entries in the K e n Senatorial primary hit the
str«tch. Before next S a t u r * Democratic voters must
their choice between nine

Highway Department
Plans No Road On Top
Of Span

By F r a n k I. Weller
(AP

Nawafaaturaa

ent was nil then, and sources of
illicit traffic were cut off. Now
they are open. Much of the supply is coming into parts of Mexico w h e r e it is difficult for police to operate. Well-financed
gangs are running it into Texas,
New Mexico and California. Jobbers ship the rliw product to
New York for processing, and
the peddler's product is smugbled back into consumer channels.
A narcotics agent told m e
that right now most of it is being
found in Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Buffalo, Rochester and Albany. He said practically all the
dealers are musicians or ex-musicians of cheap popular dance
orchestras and the jazz-hound
type of individual.
That, he said, is how peddlers
contact such girls as "Susie" and
her boy friends. Arrests are
especially difficult because the
peddlers are inconspicuous, f u r -

Writ.r)

Washington—Tius is a story
A bridge may be built along
about a p r e t t y young girl we'll
side and attached to Kentucky
have evidently not
call "Susie."
Dam at Gllbertsville instead of
decided. Many more have
Agents of the Narcotics Buon its top.
,ven developed any interest
reau
of the U. S. T r e a s u r y tell
That
was
the
different
angle
teVer in the campaign. This
it . . . to emphasize the terrion
using
the
dam
presented
last
' [ apathy is a curious thing
fying increase in use of illicit
weekend by the State Highway
tucky, w h e r e politics a r e
narcotics by teen-agers.
Department,
according
to
t
h
e
jlv -the damndest" but sel"Susie" was in a "jive-joint."
Associated
Press.
In
fact,
the
de, the dullest,
She was only 16.
partment
t
a
m
e
up
with
several
this odd campaign d r a w s
"Have
a
cigaret?" . . .
a
angles, all made of steel and In
close, a few major points
smooth stranger asked w h e n the
the
form
of
upside-down
L's.
„ ^he race has actually
band stopped.
The stems of the L's would be
^ed down, to two men,
"Reefers," Susie scowled. "Kid
attached
to
the
dam,
and
the
IP p. ARDERY and J O H N
stuff! My gang uses the real
other
portion
would
extend
outINC. BROWN. The stories
thing now."
ward horizonal with its top. It's
,gpX RIGOS h a s written as
Agents say "reefers"—marion
these
horizontal
portions
that
SHOT BY INTRUDER — M a r travelled across K e n t u c k y
enough
the bridge—a cantilever type— jory J e a n n e Logan (above), h u a n a cigarets—aren't
„ ' emphasized that
point,
for boys and girls like Susie
would be built.
who was assaulted and shot
jocratic voters who a d m i r e THAT'S ALL, BROTHER! - Dick Stull, of Crook, Colo., headed
The department said provision twice by an intruder in her these days. They h a v e found
for the g r o u n d a f e w seconds a f t e r he rode Ingersall, an ornery
or another of the seven rethem using five kinds of the
ining rttnf dates may as well critter, out of the chute at the annual "Frontier Days" rodeo at for this type of bridge had been Flower Hill, N. Y., home, is old-time narcotics which
almade
at
the
time
the
dam
was
in
critical
condition
with
bul?nd decide Cheyenne, Wyo. ( A P Wirephoto)
up to reality
most disappeared f r o m the marbeing
built.
It
never
was
intend
let wounds in her face and ket d u r i n g w a r years.
ther they want to t h r o w
in November,
JOHN
This is the real decision the ed, according to the department, neck. Her mother, Mrs. Marvote. Whatever may be didate
Import shipping f r o m the OriCOOPER. M r. Democratic voters will make on for a road to be built on top the jory Church Logan, was shot
points of these seven, S H E R M A N
dam.
COOPER
is
a
w
a
r
veteran
w
i
t
h
August 3, and it is a weighty
and killed by the same assailave no chance to win t h e
an excellent service record, and one. What they decide will affect
Department officials also an- ant, identified by Miss Logan
i horse race, backing a n a record in K e n t u c k y politics not only the Senatorial election nounced they had set aside $400,- as a six-foot, "starey-eyed"
which has made him few ene- this year, but the election of a 000 to begin construction of high- negro. This picture of Miss
^ran does nothing but cause
mies and left him with few Governor for the State and a ways leading to the dam.
Logan was made in 1938.
I ;oss of the better's two dolscars.
In
Washington
Wednesday, (AP Wirephoto)
Board of Aldermen for LouisIn a political race, backing
Which of the Democratic can- ville, in 1947, and a President Senator Stanfill of Kentucky a n also-ran has the effect
of
nounced the State of Kentucky
sin* one of the leading con- didates would be likely to r u n in 1948.
would be able to use the top of How To Keep Germans
the
best
race
against
COOPER?
—Courier-Journal,
J
u
l
y
20,
1946
and hurting another,
the dam as a bridge. His an- In Cities Is Problem
.porters of HELM, VINCENT Would it be a survivor of f o u r
nouncement followed passage by
political
defeats
and
the
heir
of
Berlin—(fP)—There's a backI the others might do well to
the Senate of a bill poviding to-the-land movement in ^ once
j thought to the effect a vote a generation of factional animosisuch use.
highly industrialized Germany,
[ one of these candidates will ties? Or would it be a young
Cost of utilizing the dam for and the f u n d a m e n t a l reason is
on the two men who a r e service m a n much decorated for
bridge purposes will be borne people's desire to get enough to
valor, whose scars are those of
I m front of the field.
by the federal government.
combat
and
not
of
political
feuds?
eat.
T
h
e
U.
S.
Department
of
Agridecision on August 3
A report f r o m the office of
[shadows the big decision on Republicans make little bones of culture has announced the price
the
fact
t
h
a
t
t
h
e
y
would
r
a
t
h
e
r
Brig.
Gen. William H. Draper,
support p r o g r a m for 1946 crops Pixies Gum Mails
mber 5. Democratic voters
Jr., director of the Economics
nominating a man to r u n r u n t h e i r m a n against BROWN of flue-cured, fire-cured, Burley, By Sending Nixies
Division of the Office of MiliMaryland, dark-air-cured, cigar
linst a strong Republican can- t h a n ARDERY.
Buffalo N. Y.—<j!P)—Post of- tary G o v e r n m e n t (U.S.), says,
filler, and cigar binder tobacco.
fice workers m a y not k n o w any
The program is essentially the pixies, but they are well ac- "The redaction of rations in the
U. S. Zone has had its effect
same as t h e 1945 p r o g r a m ex- quainted with "nixies."
through increased
absenteeism
cept in the case of flue-cured toGeorge E. Striegel, superin- and a tendency for workers to
bacco w h e r e purchases were tendent of mails at Buffalo, says
made to stabilize prices and ob- a "nixie," in postal jargon, is a desert the less desirable industain
requirements
of British letter without a stamp or with trial occupations in favor of
E m p i r e countries, military re- the address blurred or incom- f a r m work."
quirements delivered under lend- plete, or an unsealed first-class
Mrs. Ray Eastin of Lee county
lease, and civilian requirements letter.*
sold 12 gallons of raspberries
sold for cash. This year these
Other
terms
are
"clubs," f r o m h e r patch at $1.50 a gallon.
countries will resume purchases "backs"
and
"markups."
A
About 75 f a r m e r s in Mercer
through regular trade channels. "club" is an a w k w a r d sized let«
Therefore, on the 1946 crop of ter that will not fit an ordinary county sowed soybeans as an
flue-cured tobacco, loans will be post office box or cancellation emergency hay crop.
made only to support prices in machine. "Backs" are letters
accordance with provision of ex- with obviously wrong addresses.
isting legislation.
"Markups" are carrier lists of
Loan rates of cooperating pro- changed addresses.
ducers will be 90 percent of the
parity prices on flue-cured, Bur- Everybody reads The Leader!
i
ley, Maryland, cigar filler and
cigar binder tobacco. For firecured tobacco the r a t e will be
75 percent of the Burley rate.
For dark air-cured and Virginia
BlackhMds too. No waiting
sun-cured tobacco t h e rates will
Ye.,
true,cated
thereliquid
i. *died
h
a
rmleItMi.. medi
be 66% percent of the Burley
KLEENEX that drie. up pimple.
1
overnight
a . it act. tolooarn sod remove
rate.
ugly
blackhead*.
how whoKfollowed
»imC L O T H I N G PRICES HAVE A D V A N C E D 1 5 % and 2 0 % .
W e are not advancing our
pie
direction,
andiT
applied
t a m upon
retiring
were
ama.
ngly
»urpri.
e
d
w
h
e
n
they
F u n d s of Commodity Credit found their pimple, and
blackhead,
The*t hmm
enthu»a.tically
praiae had disappeared.
Corporation will be used to claim
prices on clothing that we have in stock.
W e bought heavily for fall and winter and
e y are no longer embarraued
and
are
now
h
a
p
p
y
with
their
ciea* ONLY
m a k e the loans, and operations complexions
K l n n L 11 one ap- M
will be conducted under super- plication d o e . n o t autiafy, y o u g e t / • U (
have the merchandise in the store. This means that we can save you 1 5 % to 2 0 %
d o u b t . (TMir m o « * y b a c k . A i k l o t
W ^ l
vision of Tobacco Branch, Pro- K I m t . 1 t o d a y , w r a .
D A W S O N ' S DRUG S T O R K
duction and Marketing Adminison your fall and winter clothing purchased from our store.
Princeton, Ky.
tration.
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tive, small operators and the
rugcutters are alerted to spot
narcotics agents and signal the
peddler.
The bureau, headed by H. J .
Anslinger, p r e t t y well knows
the sources of supply for confirmed narcotics addicts. It seems /
the habit-forming peril of t h a ^
t r a f f i c has moved f r o m wellknown
criminal
channels
to
these jive dives, w h e r e u n r e strained youths think a " t h u m p "
or two will "send" them, and
"hot horns" in t h e bands use the
stuff to stay "hot."
For 40 years the United States
has led a world movement to
limit
narcotics
to
medicinal
needs. There have been repeated
attempts to enforce international control agreements. It seems
there now ia overproduction of
opium in w a r impoverished Oriental countries. The U. S. being
the world's richest country, is
the sales target.

Grand Opening

90 Percent Loan
On 1946 Burley
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HODGE MOTOR SALES
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Implement Company
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In Our New Place — W. Main Street
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WATCH

rir.i

Everyone Cordially Invited

Next Week's Issue of The
Princeton Leader for an

Last Chance

(Important Announcement

i

from

2>cuud & Son

KEENEY BROS., Owners & Operators
...bit*
> itokor

Sale Of
Summer Lawn Furniture

Hotel Loses Nothing
Except All Room Keys
Centreville, Md.— (JP) —This
town of 2,000 inhabitants has a
20-room hotel without a single
room key. Hotel O w n e r A. J .
Epstein says --there had been a
key for each door until 1943,
w h e n h e r e t u r n e d f r o m the
A r m y and found t h e m all missing.
"It was difficult to have keys
made at t h a t time, and anyway
it seemed silly," he explains,
"because everybody is honest
in Centreville. Not a thing has
been stolen."

Dade Park Races
Aug. 3 to Sept. 2

(Inclusive)
7 races daily, 8 Saturdays and
Labor Day—Rain or Shine
POST TIME FIRST RACE 2
P. M. Track located midway
between Evansville, Ind., and
Henderson, Ky., on U. S.
Highway 41

Dade Park
Jockey Club

Scalding is to bring food or
water just u n d e r the boiling point.

Incorporated

»M

CLEARANCE
1 - 3 off
1 - 3 off

O f all better Summer Dresses
all Summer Skirts

CLEARANCE
A l l Summer Purses some as low as

49c

•

•

CLEARANCE
Serve
Your
enjoy

WOOD LAWN CHAIRS
Were $4.25
Now $3.95

and

HAMMOCKS
Were $8.95
Now $7.50
Were $6.95
Now $4.95

pure/

\k, but
t. Ar-

Reduced!
In order to make room for our New
Fall and Winter Merchandise, we are
reducing our prices on Hats, Purses
and other numerous items for the pur-

fed as

SWINGS WITH CHAINS
Were $6.50
')•
Now $5.50

in-be-

IN

HOPKINSVILLE
IT'S

CAYCE-YOST CO.
PHONE 717

SOUTH MAIN ST.

0.
Lucky

V

O n e lot of Huba Huba Hats
O n e lot of double duty Turban Hats

1 - 3 off

A l l Summer Shoes at unbelievable low prices
This is one sale that you will remember for a long time.
up,

FEDERATED

PRICES

GO

When prices all ,over the

DOWN.

pose of Immediate Clearance.

Sale Starts Friday, August 2nd thru Saturday, August 10th

>art or
Iterator

A l l Summer Sport Clothes (just the thins for
camping trip)
Greatly Reduced

nation go

Make your selections today while sizes
and styles are plentiful.

Sulo & Eliza Nail

Mail Orders Welcome

See Our Windows

Telephone 272

FEDERATED STORES
REE I. ENGELHARDT, Owner

••

C. E. McGARY, Manager

I |

•••
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Homemakers' News

Fredonia News

By Dorothy Brasher
Mrs. Essis Rucker lifes returned home after an extended
visit in Nashville, Tenn. and
Birmingham, Ala. She was ac
companied by Mrs. Dan Allen
and sons, Don, Herbert end
Andy.
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Mr. afid Mrs. Chester Marshall and children, Betty, Loyce
and Ronald, of Detroit, are
spending a few days with Mr
and Mrs. Cort Henson enroute
to Florida.
Miss Betty Jo Perryman, of
Glendale, Ariz., was the overnight guest of Miss Dorothy
Brasher Friday.
Mrs. George Loyd and John
Loyd, of Rosaclaire, 111., were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
J. E. Hillyard, Sunday.
Allen Fuller, who is attending Bowling Green Business
University spent the weekend
with his mother, Mrs. T. N.
Fuller.
J. E. Hillyard left Sunday
night via plane for Detroit,
Mich., where he will spend a
brief
vacation. Mrs. Isabelle
Yandell and Miss Ina Mae Norman are temporary managers
of his store while he is away.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor, of Bowling Green, were the
weekend guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Hazelett
returned to their home in Louisville Monday. Rev. and Mrs. C.
W. Dilworth accompanied them
and will spend a few weeks
with them,
The Missionary Society of the
First Presbyterian ChurCh gave
a picnic on the church lawn
Thursday. Out-of-town guests
were Mr. and Mrs. Ray Clegg
and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rice
and son, Bobby, of Princeton
and Mr. and Mrs. Brad L. Hildebrand and son of Marion.
Pvt. William W. Melton has
returned to his post after spending a 26-day furlough with his
mother, Mrs, Charles Melton.
Pvt. Samuel L. Goheen and

Pvt. Billy Gibbs, who are stationed at Ft. Belvoir, Va., arrived home Friday to spend their
furloughs at home with their
respective parents.
Pvt. Edward F. Harmon left
Sunday after spending a 6-day
furlough with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Harmon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Jaco and
children have returned home after spending the summer in
Benton.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
Young left Friday for Tennessee, where they will visit relatives.
George Orange, of Scottsville,
was the dinner guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Ashby Monday.
Miss Ida Belle Turley, of
Evansville, Ind., is spending a
weeks vacation with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry "Turley.
Mrs. Jimmie Parsons and son,
Gary Lee, of Cincinatti, O., are
visiting her mother, Mrs. Lester
B. Young and Mr. Young.
"Mr. and Mrs. Robert Deatherage have moved to Roseclaire,

111.

Baltimore— <JP) —A
cooling
summer thundershower got the
police department all hot and
bothered — by sounding seven
burglar alarms in 30 minutes.
Sgt. George Mintiens of the
Detective Bureau summoned five
extra radio cars. Then he found
out the alarms were all false.
The American District Telegraph Protective Service explained the thunder jarred building windows and broke the tinfoil electrical contact surrounding them to set off the alarms.
You can protect fine furniture
of all kinds by giving it a shield
of wax.
Do not store food wrapped in
paper in the refrigerator. Paper
acts as insulation and slows the
cooling of food.

A Vote For

John Young Brown IX]
for

United States Senate
in the

Primary, August 3

Lebanon

1

Casper, Wyo—Iff )—Mrs. A. E.
Winter, Jr., accident prevention
chairman of the Natrona County
Chapter of the American Red
Cross, things it's fine that so
many easterners are coming out
west on vacations this summer
but believes they should be reminded that lt isn't all mounRefreshments were served to tain moonlight and full fishing
the following. Mesdames T. A. creels hereabouts.
Sfc>eckficallyrshe feels 1 they
Ladd, Cobb Scott, Clay Scott,
Howard
Pickering,
Herschel should do a bit of boning up on
poisonous
Phelps, Glen Owens, and Mrs. poisonous p l a n t s ,
snakes and dangerous insects beMilton Scott.
fore they go batting around the
peaks and plains. To say nothHopkinsville Road
The Hopkinsville Road Home- ing of how landslides start and
makers met with Mrs. Frank such like.

Lebanon Homemakers met in
regular session July 9, with Mrs.
Vernon Taylor. In the absence of
a home demonstration agent,
members discussed electing officers for the coming year and
distributed a pattern for a quilt
to be made and sold.

Warsaw, Poland — (/P) — The
war and long German occupation left 12,500 orphans in the
ruined city of Warsaw, but most
of these are getting a new start
In life through the work of the
famous Jean Badouen orphanage
This institution, reopened in
February, 1945, shortly after the
Nazis cleared out of the capital,
acts as a "clearing house" for
the orphans, of whom 3,500 are
crippled.
The United Nations Relief

Nanchang-OP) _ T h e
porcelain producing
J
Chingte
Chen, i n
J
Kiangsi, is to be equipped
electrically heated kiim
improvement is a p a r t 0 ,
provincial government', m, I
rehabilitate
China',
JJ1
ceramics apd pottery jndu

,

and Rehabilitation admini,
tion's mission in Poland u
plying most of the clothing"
food.
^
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of Agriculture for Bang's Disease and Tuberculosis.
It reaches your table with the full butterfat content put in it by
DAVIS

the cow.
It is produced under conditions meeting the requirements for

Attractive glasses in highballs, oldfashioned, and pony size decorated with
horse-head design . . . also bookends,
plates, bottle openers, decanters and dozens of other useful items carrying out
this motif . . . And have you seen the
handsome horse portraits in our window?

G r a d e A raw milk and is as clean as milk can be made.
your further safety
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CAYCE-YOST CO.
SILVER

*

CRYSTAL*.

*

HOPKINSVLLE

*

| oily $2,
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IT IS PASTEURIZED
Neglecting having your
car's radiator cleaned at
least annually can bring
about utmost engine injury.
We REMOVE scale, sediment, rust with special
equipment. We don't just
"flush", f o r all radiator
work see the professional
•hop

CHINA

SISK
MOTOR COJ
C L A Y & T E N T H STS.
T i l . SO
H O P K t N S V I l l l . K V.

PURE

•

RICH

J

hi Kt u Nature InUnA

a herd regularly tested and accredited by the U. S. Depurtmerif

W e

I

in the course 4

C. A. Woodall

Summer nights and horse shows . . part
of Kentucky's great heritage . . . you'll
need the traditional trimmings to entertain properly, and we're the right stall
for these items.

1

I?

It is the only milk available to the buying public in Princeton from

43
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I Democ-at.cL

L f e Brown bears
Uomous factional

Allis-Cbalmers

Hie To The Horse Show

\

l charge 1

Wm. M. YOUNG

Because

1,

C o n , and W H A f l

Princeton Market today

the party in November

gUSt

vderyQ
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Porcelain Kilns
In China Electrified

Wood, July 26. During the business session, officers for the
If a child gets adequate rest
coming year were elected—Pres- and nutrition it will boost his
ident, Mrs. D. B. Boitnott; Vice- school rating.
President, Mrs. J. H. Pressler;
Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. V. E.
Nuckols.
The recreation leader had
charge of the social hour.
The hostess, assisted by Mrs.
Boitnott, served refreshments to
BOLIVIAN PRESIDENT'S BODY HANGS FROM LAMPPOST— the following members: Mesdames H. A. Goodwin, B. L.
The bullet-ridden body of Lt. Col. Gualberto Villarroel, over- Paris, Bernard Jones, W. D.
thrown president of Bolivia, hangs from a lamppost in front of Armstrong, Hugh Murphy, Earl
the government palace at La Paz, the capital. The president Adams, Saul Pogrotsky, J. F.
was shot and his body thrown to the street from a palace balcony Graham, Harry Johnson, P. L.
Fredonia, Ky.
Funk, J. H. Pressler, and V. E.
during the revolution which overthrew the Villarroel regime.
Nuckols .The club will meet
(AP Wirephoto via radio from Buenos Aires)
with Mrs. Bernard Jones for
N. Croft, of Scottsburg, were in their annual picnic, August 30.
this community last Wednesday
Hopkinsville Road
afternoon.
By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
The Hopkinsville Road HomeOn
account
of
the
shortage
of
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Mitchell,
makers
held their regular meetInsurance Agency
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers, El- ice the rural ice delivery was ing with Mrs. Hugh Murphy,
discontinued
last
week,
much
to
liot Mitchell and Mrs. William
June 28. The thought for the
Established
Thomas and son, Albin, of Indi- the regret of all ice patrons.
Misses Nettie May and Eva- month, "Horse Sense," was given
1907
ana, were guests of Mr. and
by
Mrs.
P.
L.
Funk.
Mrs.
Frank
Mrs. David Mitchell last Sun- lyn Hart, of Hopson community, Wood gave an interesting travelspent a few days recently with
day.
"Not For A Day, But
ogue on Alaska.
Mr. and Mrs. Hise Hart.
Dr. and Mrs. Fred Stevenson,
The
recreation
leader
had
Miss Odell Dillingham is in
For All Time."
of Princeton, were visiting Her- Miami, Fla., taking a beauty charge of the social hour, after
man Croft and wife last Sunday course.
which the hostesss served renight.
W e Stay and Pay
I. J. Williams, of U. S. Army, freshments to the following:
Several from here attended who has been in Japan for sev- Mesdames D. B. Boitnott, B. L.
the street dance in Princeton eral months, is at home on a Paris, P. L. Funk, Frank Wood,
"When you buy insurlast Saturday night.
and Perkins.
60-day furlough.
Burnett Hale and family and
Miss Marie White, of "tftshMr. and Mrs. Everett William- ington, D. C., has been spending
Old pewter often contains con- ance from this Agency,
son, of Colorado, have been her vacation with her father, J. siderable lead which may be
visiting relatives here.
dissolved into food that stands
T. White, and family.
you are bringing securMr. and Mrs. Monroe Burton,
Urey Jones, of Kankakee, 111., in it, especially acid food.*
of Terra Haute, Ind., were here who has been here for a few
Because pewter is soft comlast week visting relatives.
ity home.
days recreation, has returned to pared to many metals, it should
Mr. and Mrs. John Miller and Kankakee.
be polished with a fine powder
son, of Ft. Knox, and Mr. and
Farmers are harvesting their or silver polish.
Mrs. Nelson Robinson and baby potato crop and are reporting a
were here last week visiting rel- fine yield.
atives and attended the graveMrs. Allie Hale was the guest
yard gathering at Cross Roads of Mrs. Ruben Hale, of PrinceChurch.
ton, Monday night and attended
Rev. D. D. Dugan, of Ashland, the Bisbee Show.
was here last Thursday, visiting
Joe Neil, little son, of Mr.
old acquaintances. He was for and Mrs. Claud Storms, was atmerly pastor of Cross Roads tacked by a dog last Sunday and
Church.
was severely bitten about the
Alton Hale, who has been face and head.
suffering from a badly lacerated
Burnett Hale and family, from
face caused by a horse kick, is Colorado, who have been visiting
much improved.
relatives here, have returned
A fine rain fell here Satur- home.
day afternoon and crops are at
Several of our county officials
present very promising.
attended the church gathering
Several of our farmers are at Cross Roads last Thursday
having old ponds cleaned and and enjoyed the good eats which
new ponds dug.
were plentiful as well as good.
A family reunion and home
Harmon Jones, of Scottsburg,
coming at Mrs. Allie Hale's last was here visiting Friday afterSunday was an enjoyable affair noon.
for all who attended.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Burton,
Leonard P'Pool, of Herrin, 111., of Terra Haute, Ind., who have
was visiting relatives here last been visiting relatives here,
week.
have returned home.
Mrs. Lonnie Croft and son, L.

Friendship News
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12,500 O r p h a n e d
By W a r In W a r s a w

Is the best milk buy on the

will strengthen

t; i!)

Wild West Still
Is Not Too Tame

Dealer

Thunderclaps Come In
Alarming Proportions

i

$1.7
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W. C. SPARKS'

HEARTHSTONE FARM
Sold Exclusively by Princeton Cream & Butter C o .
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Expert Says

Rationing

M a d e S w e d e s Healthier
Stolkholm—UP)—Does moderate food rationing haVe a favorable effect on public health? It
seems to have done so }n Sweden, where Prof. Gunnar Nystrom of Uppsala
University
claims the Swedish people never
were healthier than during the
war.
In the Swedish Medical Maga-

zine the professor disclosed that
deaths sank from an average of
12 per 1,000 population in the
Thirties to 9.0 in 1942, when rations were lowest. Maladies like
hemorrhage and arteriosclerosis
caused by alterations in the blood
vessels showed an abrupt decline.
Nystrom stated his opinion
that the sharpened
rationing
diet well adjusted for people
with blood-vessel diseases.

Potash For A l f a l f a
On recommendation of County
Agent Troll Young, yellow alfalfa In Washington county was
treated with 200 pounds of potash to the acre. Where straight
potash could not be obtained, a
complete fertilizer was used at
the rate of 500 pounds to the
acre. In addition to potash, this
supplied, phosphate, which most
of the fields needed.

lery, in a radio address
Last' by Stations WLAP,
Uton, and WHAS, LouiS[charged:
Mr. Brown bears the scars
imonious factional politics"
Ld in the course of "bitter
ttormy" and unsuccessful
[igns for office in the past.
Mr, Brown carries the dead
jt of John L. Lewis and
[Caddy" (Caddy, of LexL is the United Mine WorkLder in Kentucky), with
I "he continues to be in-

NCETON L I M B E R C O .
Phone 260
,, —
thorixed Repre»«nUtlv« of
Villey T t r m l n l x Corporation

SO PEACEFUL
AND QUIET—
For those people who want a f e w days of well-

atch You r
Kidneys/

earned rest, the Brown has the perfect answer !|
You'll f i n d it in the privacy and quiet of your
SUBMARINE ATOMIC BOMB CHURNS WATER MILE HIGH — A water column half a mile
wide shoots nearly a mile into the air above Bikini Lagoon as submarine atomic bomb explodes
July 24, U. S. time. This photo was made from USS Mt McKinley 11 miles away. Circular disc
at top is not explained. Photo radioed by Navy to San Francisco. (AP Wirephoto)
Society

in c o o p e r a t i o n

with

We will pick-up a n d d e l i v e r a n y p a c k a g e in
e city of Princeton o r o u t l y i n g t e r r i t o r i e s a t o u r
gular rates.
Merchants, t a k e a d v a n t a g e
l we a r e e q u i p p e d t o m a k e

of this s e r v i c e ,
your

deliveries

leaper than y o u c a n m a i n t a i n a d e l i v e r y s e r v i c e !
We a d v e r t i s e a n d g i v e 2 4 - h o u r s e r v i c e .

P h o n e

3 3 8 - J

Only THESE
N O W

IN

SIZES
STOCK:

450x21

$10.75

650x15 —

$17.05

All prices plus t a x .

DAVIS T U B E S

ily $2.25 up

N e w improved. First-Line
Q u a l i t y — S o good, so longwearing. they're n o w —

GUARANTICD

18 MONTHS

By Jane Eads
Washington—To bar or not
to bar looms as a possible autumn controversy among members of the Women's National
Democratic Club of Washington
when its activities are resumed
in September.
Although described as merely
a tempest in a cocktail glass by
some of the members who are
staying in town this summer,
the question of the bar is already the subject of considerable
discussion hereabouts.
The bar was left for the club
by a British commission which
had rented its headquarters for
the last three years. The rumor
got around that the club was
going to use the bar when, after
redecorating, it reopened headquarters in the fall.
The president, Mrs. William
H. Davis, and other board members were out of town and thus
unavailable for comment. And
although no action on the matter
even has been considered, there
has been a hue and cry* from
teetotaling members.
The Christian Advocate, a
church publication says in its
current issue:
"The individual attitude of

members of the club toward social drinking strikes us as a
thing quite different from establishing at the source of so much
social and political influence a
bar from which to dispense intoxicants.
"If taken, such a step certainly
would do a disservice to the
Democratic Party. Were we not
told that, if given the vote, women would break the thralldom
of sorrow and penury visited
upon so many American homes
by strong drink?"
Mrs. Philip Dodson, vice president of the club said:
"There has been a little discussion of the matter amony
members of both favorable and
unfavorable. No real issue has
been made of the matter."
Also plans are going ahead to
have the room where the bar
was installed made into a powder room. No application for a
liquor license has been filed. If
the bar is kept it will have to
be set up elsewhere in the club
quarters.
"Why, we haven't even mentioned the word, 'bar,' to the
contractor in charge of redecorating the club!" another member protested.

Note:

Lion Visits M u r r a y s
Durango, Colo. —(JP)— C. L.
Murray didn't mind camping on
a picnic ground near Durango's
city limits while waiting to
move into a new home, until his
wife heard a deep cough in the
night.
A flashlight revealed a mountain lion. Murray ran to his car
for a rifle—while the lion sauntered across his bed, past his
wife and out into the dark again,
unhurried by two parting shots.
Before dawn the lion made another visit and another clean
getaway.
Next night, the Murrays kept a
two-hour watch, heard a noise,
shot—and killed a coyote.
More than 550 bushels of hybrid seed corn were sold in Clay
county this year, resulting in 12
times the acreage planted two
years ago.

own room . . .

in the service of courteous and

e f f i c i e n t servants . . .
i n bed . . .

in the luxury of meals

in lazy hours of reading, or just

D O

N O T

d i s t u r b

taking it easy.

- O R SO GAY
AND EXCITING!
On the other hand, for those people who are
looking for fun and merriment — the Brown has
the answer, also! You'll f i n d it in the invitation
to dine and dance in the romantic Bluegrass
Room . . .

in seeing the latest shows . . .

Louisville's

endless

variety of

in

entertainment,

f r o m moonlight excursions to Summer Opera!)
Regardless of whether it's rest or gaiety
want, there is everything f o r everyone

you

on a week-

end at the Brown. Make your reservations, soon!

jf/te B R O W N

ATTENTION
FARMERS!.
We now have in stock
Arsenate

of

Lead

Brick S i d i n g
Roll

Roofing

Deadening

Felt

Soy Bean Seed
16%

,

D a i r y F e e d with M o l a s s e s

DeLaval Cream

Separators

D e L a v a l Milkers

John Deere Farm Equipment
G M C Motor Trucks
W a y n e Feeds —
V. C.
Hopkinsville R o a d

Funk's " G " H y b r i d s
Fertilizers
Phone

Eleven

Where Your $ $ . •H a v e More

Cents
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Reborn OPA Pours
Out Price Orders
Under New Law

Driving M a d e

Easy

For A m p u t e e

pmzc Aft

D e f e a t s H o s i e r y Mill In
P l a y o f f , 8 To 2 , M o n d a y
Night; J a g g e r s

Presents

Kiwanis Trophy
The Cumberland Shirt Factory
team won the Softball league
championship from the Hosiery
Mill players by a score of 8-2,
terminating the season's schedule Monday night.
Until Monday night the Hosiery Mill and Cumberland Shirt
Factory tied for first place, their
records: Won 6, Lost 1. An 18inch cup was presented to Robert Holmes, manager of the
Cumberland team, by Dr. C. H.
Jaggers, president of the Kiwanis Cltib.
Dr. Jaggers, In his presentation speech, expressed thanks of
the sponsoring club to all managers of league teams, to Cliff
Hollowell, comnjissioner of the
League; to the umpires, to Dr.
Ralph Blazier and Dr. J. J .
Rosenthal,
co-chairman,
who
worked diligently in organizing
the League, to all players who
cooperated to make the games a
success, to Harold Price, official
score-keeper, and to all Kiwanis
members who sold tickets. Rotary lost to Cherry team,21-18,
in the Consolation game.
Ending the softball season
Tuesday
night, an
All-Star
team, managed by Harvey Moore,
upset the Masons, who defeated
the Kentucky Whip & Collar
Softballers in an elimination
tournament last Monday night,
by a score of 21-4.
In the first game of this doubleheader, Moore's No. 2 All-Star
team lost to Cherry by a score
of 9-7,
The line-up for the All-Star
team,
described
by
Harvey
Moore as "a team with no weak
spots," was: Jewell Patterson,
catcher; Fred Kennedy, pitcher;
M. C. Chambers, first base; Lo-

That Chrysler c a n , with O y r o l ' Fluid
Drive, will go a long way toward, solving
th* problems of war veterAns and others
who have had a log amputated It again
strikingly illustrated In th* cos* of Capt.
Jamas I . Muldoon, of Omaha, Nebraska.
Captain Muldoon recently took delivery
of a Chrysler Windsor at the factory and
drove It unaided to Battle Creek, Michigan,
a distance of approaimately 140 miles, in
spite of the fact that hU left leg has been
amputated well above the Knee. He did
not experience the slightest difficulty In
operating the vehicle with only one leg,
for the reason that with Fluid Drive it i*
unnecessary to touch the dutch pedal
except when first starting the car or going
Into reverse. As the right foot control!
both the accelerator and brake. Captain
Muldoon was under no handicap at all.
The car that Captain Muldoon drove away
from the factory was standard In a l l
respects a t tar a t Hi controls were
concerned.

HEADS OPA DECONTROL
BOARD — Roy L. Thompson
(above), president of New
Orleans federal land bank,
was nominated by President
Truman to head the Price Decontrol Board established under the revived OPA.
(AP
Wirephoto)
M o r e Price Rises

On

Foods A n d Clothing
Washington, July 30— (J<P) —
Government officials tonight predicted higher price ceilings for
canned vegetables,
breakfast
cereals,
coffee and
possibly
bread and other bakery products.
Meanwhile OPA rolled out
more price increases on clothing
and laid groundwork for still
morte garment hikes—perhaps
as much as 15 to 20 percent—under terms 6f the new price control law.

HOUSE FOR SALE—Practically
new, four rooms, two porches;
lot is 50x186 ft. 223 Center
St., Princeton. Phone 3441,
Laymon Pinnegar, Red Front
Store, Kuttawa, Ky.
ltp

well Hobby, second base; Howell
Cunningham, third base; Ray
Newby, short stop;
Clyde
Fletcher, left field; Bayless Wadlington, center field; and "Tib"
Lewis, right field.
Dr. Jaggers estimated $600 of
the money made during the
league season would go to the
Kiwanis underprivileged fund
and $300, from play offs, to the
Caldwell County Memorial Hospital fund.

Vacuum

Ljwell Gives V i n c «

Cleaners

Idargin Of Two Votei
toper Scores By Bi<

Cunningham & Boyd Motor Co
Phone 212-J

FOR BETTER EGG price sell
hatching eggs. Helm's Hatchery can use additional flocks
—Contact them i m m e d i a t e l y Culling soon. Helm's Hatchery, Princeton, Kentucky. 2tp

Cadiz, K

FARMS

FOR SALE—New motor b i k e s rebuilt bicycles.
5^ee Jack
Dunn at R. M. Dunn's placc on
Eddyville-Princeton Road.
WANTED—Pennies. The Kentucky Appliance Center, located at Market and Hawthorne Sts. will pay one dime
to any man, woman, boy or
girl, who brings this advertisement and five pennies to them
on August 2nd, 3rd or 5th. It

RCA

SEE US FOR Gaines Dog Meal,
25 and 50-pound bags. Feeds
every inch of your dog. Peoples Self Service Market, ltf

Battery Radios Just Received
Portable Phonographs

WANTED—Reliable girl to care
for 2-year-old child and stay
at the Princeton
Hospital.
Mrs. Thelma Crockett, at the
hospital.
ltp

RECORDS

fcrr conceded Brown's!
hte Saturday night
fd hit support to the j
ai the November gel
Insurance a n d Real

Estate
PHONE

W. MAIN ST.

to the rescue of sellers who paid
high prices in anticipation of unloading at still higher prices."

Over

Eldred's

Hardware

Phone

423-J

In Ethiopia, it is possible in a
single day to travel from a region of oppressive heat to one
of intense cold.

ijdwell county went
pis Brooks Vincent, yj
. candidate, by the nal
gp of two votes over *
jNwn in Saturday's extil
mfgt Democratic p r i m a r j
[fated State senatorial j
to phiiip Ardery, Air G
a was third.
j*eton's Raymond SH
> Vincent's State camd
Bjer and the only active I
fsng evident here pridj
ttketion was done by ij
y persons for the youngj
jna, formerly a memba
flnr firm of Brown anJ
| Louisville.
won the nomine
jjing six of the State's!
5. with Ardery leadinl
I other three. Brown's I
go was expected to •
OIC votes.
kt vote in-Caldwell cd
iftt lightest in a major j
| in many years, courtB
Us said, totals for
Kratic candidates
b
tut, 138: Brown 136; Ar
[lofan 57; Thobe, 21; I
"Deli 12; Stephens, 1; S
IBVY rainfall Saturday n
j further reduced the
lud throughout the

fce John Sherman Cc
» t war veteran, ma
T of the Republican
foiling more than 4
i to Roscoe Conkling I
Wl in 94 percent ol
& precincts. The vot
was: Cooper,

MOTHERS
We've Gone to ^ »
the Seat of the Trouble
"Wroys Donbar
* ni«8day Nijrht
«®plet«ly destroy,
'dwelling belongini

PLAYTEX
BABY

PANTS

From now on the "seat" is no trouble
at all. Hot, rubberized baby pants
f/oyte* panlt tlrttch all
•vtf, to girt perfect comfort

are now out of date. PLAYTEX Baby

! "fesday „ight a bo
L P * Chief
Col
P * • explosion i
«« windows oi
l ^ * before the '
L*" B u nbar had ra
T m « d the housd
I f ? r e M i r s before 1
P«r rent.

Pants overcome all the old 'comAdds Nev

plaints. They're thin, soft, nonchafing, and cool to wear. Made of

F o r

£

that amazing material, creamy liquid latex, they S-T-R-E-T-C-H to give

ever

your baby perfect comfort. They're
waterproof, and cleaned with a 10secona rinse. No se6ms or binding
stitches, yet all edges are seamlessly
seinforced for durability. And how
•hey wear! 4 sizes: Small, medium,
large and extra large. Gift pack*
a a e d in tilver color boxes. 6 9 c .
* Mail gnd Phon* Orderi'MW

Big, beautiful treatments of table-dyed Squirrel, Coney,
fnontoa-proceeaed L a m b , Fox paw and other prlane pelts,
on. 100% WOOL COATS. Hifth-faahion 1947 atyles,
m a n / with pusfe-up Je«vca. M i » w ' , women's, juniors'.

*
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